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Abstract
The use of polymer matrix composites in structural load bearing applications is becoming
more widespread, with extensive development in automotive, aerospace and recreational
equipment. This increase has produced loading scenarios which are unfamiliar and not well
understood by the composites community. Several applications involve impact loading,
which can produce large strain rates and failure due to delamination, often rendering the
component useless. However modern manufacturing methods have lead to new weave
geometries that provide composites with significant damage protection. This is achieved by
elimination of the delamination failure mode, and by localizing the extent of damage.
The present work is an experimental and computational study with the objective of
developing a mechanism based deformation response model for structural components made
of 3D woven composites, including the prediction of failure strengths, when subjected to
high loading rates. Three unique experimental configurations have been developed, with new
experimental methods also being produced. Along with these methods, finite element based
simulations have been performed to predict the material response and failure mechanisms
experimentally observed.
End Notch Flexure (ENF) tests were used to determine the effectiveness of the Z-fiber
at resisting crack propagation. The crack propagation was found to have rate dependent
properties, and additionally architecture based parameters that can predict the strength and
resistance of the material. The computational results reinforced many of the experimental
observations. A new FE implementation was used to show the effectiveness of the Z-fiber
reinforcement that occurs from the Z-fiber bridging the crack that has developed in the
material.
Shock impact testing was performed to simulate the effects of blast loading on the mate-
rial. This test facility was a new development and new experimental measurement methods
were utilized to record the deformations and strains. The out of plane deformation that oc-
curred in the material produce matrix micro-cracking. This was the first failure mode of the
material. Computational models were developed to predict the material behavior subjected
to shock loading. The model incorporated a formulation for matrix micro-cracking which
xix
predicted this mode of failure accurately. Subsequently, failed elements had a modified
stiffness to reflect the failure in certain directions.
Finally, Hopkinson pressure bar testing on smaller coupon level testing was done to
understand the high strain rate behavior of the material in compression in all three directions.
The warp and weft directions showed an increase in strength of 100% at these elevated rates
and a transition in failure mode, from kink band formation to delamination. Through the
thickness testing revealed a small increase in load from rate effects and a transition from
delamination to shear band formation. Computational models focused on analyzing a repre-
sentative unit cell of the 3D architecture that was evaluated dynamically. The simulations
were able to predict the composite material moduli, and failure loads with failure modes
accurately. The results additionally showed that there was little benefit from Z-fiber in the





On December 15, 2009 we entered a whole new era of consumer use of composite materials,
with the first flight of Boeing’s Dreamliner 787. With this accomplishment, composites were
brought from a niche market of aerospace companies, down to the average consumer and
every day products that are used in transportation. Composites have long been seen as the
material of the future due to their relatively large strength to weight ratios and their ability
to tailor material properties to the functionality of the application. The material has filtered
down from an exotic material only seen in military and aerospace applications, to that of
every day common goods. In the last two decades advances in manufacturing techniques has
driven down the cost of the material and also made it easier to manufacture parts, creating a
larger consumer base.
In order for the consumer base to expand, details about the material behavior (defor-
mation response) and mechanical failure need to be thoroughly understood. In typical
applications, composite materials are made up of multiple layers of unidirectional material
that are laminated together. These layers are essentially “glued” together, creating a weak
plane between the individual layers that is only as strong as the “glue”. When this “glued”
joint fails it is commonly referred to as delamination. This type of failure greatly reduces the
overall stiffness of a structural panel and causes widespread damage rendering the part not
repairable. Longer service life or increased damage tolerance might be possible if one can lo-
calize the zone of delamination, or prevent delamination from occurring. Three delamination
preventing techniques have been examined in the past: z-pins, stitching, and 3D weaving.
Both z-pins and stitching suffer from mechanically inducing stress concentrations that are
introduced by the insertion of the Z-pins or stitching fibers [1]. 3D weaving introduces
binding fibers in the weaving process, so there is no mechanical insertion in an existing
structure. The later technique is a relatively old concept since most of the weaving is done
on antiquated looms dating from the industrial revolution. The 3D braided composites have
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a higher energy absorption capability than unidirectional composites [2] and the architecture
can be tailored to absorb even more energy if it is desired, as will be shown in this body
of work. Figure 1.1 provides a schematic representation of the 3D weaving process. The
weaving process works by insertion of weft fibers followed by movement of the Z-fibers
moving the threads from the top to bottom and vice versa. This process is continuously
repeated until the weaving is completed.
(a) Weft Insertion (Direction of Red Fibers) in weaving
process
(b) Z-fiber movement in weaving process, to bind weft
fibers
Figure 1.1 Schematic of how a typical 3D weaving process works. The different bundles of fibers
(referred to as tows) are woven together in a pre-determined manner. The dry fabric is placed in a
mold and resin is infused and cured to make a solid structural component.
1.2 3D Woven Composites (3DWC)
Although a relatively new material, there has been a significant amount of work to develop
different architectures that in some cases push the limits of the loom’s capability [3, 4, 5].
Here, the word architecture refers to the network of different fiber tows that are woven
together to form a single interweaved unit. 3D weaving has been shown to decrease or
eliminate delamination that occurs in layered materials, however there are drawbacks. Very
little is known about the mechanical properties, and due to the complex textile weaves, many
of the classical formulations for determining mechanical properties do not apply. Often, the
end user must manufacture panels and perform tests to determine mechanical properties,
which is a time consuming and costly process. Many of the current applications of 3D
woven composites include boat hulls, armor plating, elimination of joints and many others
as described in [4, 6, 7].
Early experimental studies of 3D woven textile composites looked at very basic test-
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ing, which included tensile and compressive testing, shear tests and some 3pt. bend tests
[8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17]. Researchers typically pinpoint fiber crimp and other
effects in the weaving process as initiators of premature failure mechanisms. It is also noted
that the addition of z-fibers into composites degrades the in-plane performance [18]. This is
typically on the order of a 5% reduction in strength, but Z-fibers also increase the out of
plane and shear properties dramatically, so the trade off is beneficial overall.
Subsequent to studies of testing, researchers began to refine and extend the analytical
models which were limited to unidirectional in-plane composites. Initially, the models began
as analytic techniques developed on the basis of either rule of mixture or concentric cylinder
model (CCM) calculations [19]. Many different analytical models have been developed
which are useful for predicting in-plane engineering constants, however they are typically
relegated to the linear elastic regime [9, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24]. A new derivation for more gen-
eralized geometry of a laminated beam theory can be seen in [19], however this model also
suffers from limitation to the linear elastic behavior. Further, lack of fiber tow interaction,
and effects of fiber crimp cannot be captured. The limitations of these analytic models were
overcome with the advancements in computer based solid mechanics models. Amongst
these, finite element solutions were developed to determine mechanical properties of 3D
woven composites. Many different variations of finite element models exist, ranging from
very simplified to quite detailed representative unit cells (RUCs) have been investigated
with varying degrees of success [8, 22, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37].
Many papers comment on the limitations of the finite element models, since these methods
often over-predict the stiffness, because of their assumed simplified geometry and their
inability to represent fiber undulations accurately. They also do not account for non-ideal
interfaces between the several constituents. These models are useful for very simple loading
scenarios, however composites in use rarely see simple tension load states, rather they
typically experience complex 3D load state, for example, as in transverse impact of a flat
panel [38].
1.3 High Strain Rate Testing
With each new application, 3DWC see unique loading scenarios. Automobiles sometimes
experience impacts through crashes, which induces high strain rate loading causing 3DWC
to behave differently because their constituents are strain rate dependent. The wide spread
use of 3DWC has led to many innovative solutions but has also revealed weaknesses, or
unanticipated failure mechanisms. How 3DWC behave under high strain rate environments
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is paramount to their successful integration into new designs.
Some previous researchers have investigated the strain rate dependence of these
composites through various different standard test procedures to evaluate high strain
rate effects including; Split Hopkinson Pressure Bars (SHPB), and punch shear tests
[10, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 38, 45, 46, 47, 48, 49]. Many of these studies were done
to compare one 3DWC to another, by looking at the differences in the outcomes. Much of
the information and conclusions were based on post-experiment optical observations. Often,
it is the in-situ deformation characteristics that are believed to cause strain rate dependency.
Very few researchers have been able to validate their theories and produce accurate
results with physical models showing the actual causes for these strain rate dependencies.
Finite element codes have been investigated to model the high strain rate behavior of the
material, often with marginal success because of assumed homogeneous material (compos-
ite) properties [50]. The results were often limited to a specific test in question with no
intention to model the rate dependent behavior, rather to determine the composite properties
at an elevated rate. Further, these tests are typically done on very small amounts of material
often not capturing the gross composite response, which required the use of a representative
volume of material. Many applications of 3DWC are slated to experience blast type loading,
and this has not been studied in the past. New experimental techniques are needed to
correctly capture deformation response and failure mechanisms that correspond to blast type
loading scenarios.
1.4 Current Research Objectives
A detailed experimental investigation has been carried out in this work with a focus on high
strain rate experimental testing. The various different tests focused on different aspects of
the 3DWC, some on more of a panel level deformation response while others examined
microscopic events and specific failure modes. Figure 1.2 shows a typical 3DWC panel, a
repeat unit of the panel material (a unit cell) and a breakdown of the unit cell with fiber tows
and matrix. Three separate high strain rate experimental facilities have been used; Drop








(a) 3DWC with matrix removed for visual purpose. A representative unit cell (RUC)






(b) 3DWC Broken down into various different components at different levels of
magnification
Figure 1.2 3DWC broken down into its various different components.
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The drop tower was used to subject flat 3DWC laminates to transverse impact to examine
the influence of the Z-fiber on the resistance to delamination. End notch flexure (ENF) tests
were used to investigate the influence of architecture on delamination resistance. High speed
imaging was used to examine how a delamination crack progressed in the sample and how
the loading rate affected the failure mode as it transitioned from low to high.
A shock tube was modified in order to be able to experimentally subject 3DWC panels
to shock induced loading. Although this is not the first time this has been done, it is the
first time one has been able to record full out of plane deformation histories and capture
failure initiation. This full field information will provided complete details (on the surface)
of the panel response history, which have been previously unavailable. Many different tests
were done on this setup to look at the formation of matrix micro-cracking that occurred
due to the out of plane loading induced by the shock impacting the 3DWC panel. Many of
the observed failure mechanisms were found to be directly linked to the architecture of the
3DWC.
The SHPB was used to examine the response of the 3DWC to controlled high rate
loading in different direction as sown in figure 1.3. A larger bar was developed specifically
to be able to test 3DWC due to their large RUC size. Experimental investigations revealed
some very interesting observations relating to the architecture. The experimental setup was
further validated through the use of a digital image correlation (DIC) setup that was used to
obtain full field surface strain histories of the material. This full field strain map indicated
where failure would initiate and some of the very localized stress concentrations in the
material based on the architecture.
One of the objectives in this research was to develop models that can accurately predict
mechanical properties of 3DWC. The models are geometry based and incorporate strain
rate dependent constitutive equations for the components (fibers and tows) to determine the
composite properties under high rate mechanical loading. Various different finite element
models have been developed to capture the complete spectrum of work that was carried
out. The FE models range from RUC scale to macroscopic full panel architecture. The
results provide insight on the complex deformation response of 3DWC, from the micro RUC
scale to the macro, panel scale. The models developed for the different experimental tests









Figure 1.3 3DWC RUC showing the various different SHPB loading directions.
1.5 Thesis Outline
In the second chapter of this thesis, a detailed outline of the various geometries studied is
presented. Two types of 3DWC architectures are examined; Z-fiber and layer-to-layer. A
detailed study of the matrix material and its mechanical response is presented next including
the effects of high strain rates on the yield point of the material.
Following the geometry characterization, a comprehensive static analysis of the in-plane
and out of plane mechanical properties is presented in chapter 3. These include tension,
short beam shear and laterally constrained compression test results. Preliminary conclusions
about the various architectures will be drawn at this point.
A study of the 3DWC delamination resistance and associated fracture toughness is
presented in chapter 4. These properties are characterized through an ENF test. Tests were
carried out at both static and elevated loading rates to determine the influence of rate on
delamination resistance. Computational models have been used to determine the parameters
associated with the tests through an inverse modeling approach.
The fifth chapter presents the panel response of 3DWC to shock loading. These tests
were performed on a modified shock tube that imposes a steeply rising pressure pulse on a
sample that is three inches in diameter. The results indicate not only panel stiffness, but can
also be used to characterize the first occurrence of failure through matrix cracking. This is
seen both experimentally and predicted computationally.
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In the sixth chapter a detailed examination of compression response of 3DWC under
high rates is presented. Tests were carried out on a large SHPB, so that the effect of strain
rate dependent material parameters could be determined. Both through-the-thickness and
in-plane parameters are investigated and discussed. The testing revealed many architecture
dependent results, and also information about SHPB testing on 3DWC specimens.
The seventh chapter includes detailed finite element models of 3DWC RUC’s. The
models were created in SolidWorks and then imported into ABAQUS where the model
was meshed and evaluated, in many instances with user controlled subroutines. Non-linear
anisotropic plasticity theory has been used on a mathematical framework to model mechani-
cal response of the experimentally observed phenomena. Once these models were evaluated
statically they were then subjected to dynamic loading that corresponds to the SHPB test.
The FE results were found to compare very well against surface strain histories obtained
using the DIC technique.
1.6 Unique Contributions in this Dissertation
1: A set of ENF test results at various rates to determine the rate dependent delamination
resistance of 3DWC.
2: A computational investigation including discrete cohesive zone model (DCZM) el-
ements to determine the effective GIIc and σc values of the matrix and associated
Z-fibers, that correspond to the ENF test.
3: A set of shock tube test results to determine the effective out of plane deformation
response of 3DWC subjected to blast loading. The use of DIC to extract panel
deformation (3D) history is unique and novel.
4: A finite element investigation to model the shock tube panel response, which included
modeling of the matrix micro-cracking that occurs in the material. .
5: Development of a large SHPB to determine the various different material responses of
3DWC at high strain rates. Specifically through the thickness response and in-plane
response of 3DWC were determined for the first time.
6: Development of RUC micro-mechanics models to investigate static and high rate
mechanical properties, corresponding to SHPB response.
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Chapter 2
Material Systems, Specimens, Test
Procedures, and Microscopy Studies
This chapter provides insight into the various aspects of the composite system including
some of the terminology, the two distinct types of textile architecture, the process for making
specimens and material properties for each constituent of 3DWC. Details of the various
different architectures are discussed and broken into individual constituents. One of the
methods to achieve this is through the composite burn out process along with microscope
images. The individual constituents were then analyzed to determine details. Rate dependent
characterization of the matrix system is also reported.
3D weaving is not a new technique, rather the idea has been around for centuries. There
are many different types of proposed architectures and these have been discussed in detail
previously along with benefits and limitations [3]. Applications of the material have included
boat hulls, armor, and numerous possible future implementations that are discussed in [6].
Researchers often point out that due to the Z-reinforcement and resistance to delamination,
applications involving armor and bullet proofing would be ideal candidates [5, 8]. Previous
studies have shown 3DWC to be more damage tolerant [46] than laminated or stitched
composites.
2.1 Material Systems
3DWCs are comprised of two different components, S-2 glass fibers with SC-15 matrix.
The S-2 glass fibers are the main load bearing constituents, while the SC-15 matrix provides
structure to the panel. The main difference between laminated composites and woven
composites is the inter-plane movement of the various fiber. These are fiber tows which
bridge the multiple layers and bind the layers together. There are two main types of 3D
weaving, Z-fiber and layer-to-layer.
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Figure 2.1 The yellow color path represents the course that the Z-fiber follows during the weaving
process.
The Z-fiber architecture has a very rigid series of warp and weft fibers that are maintained
in-plane through out the panel. A set of fibers running in the direction of the warp fibers is
drawn from the bottom to the the top to bind all these layers together, and is usually inserted
in-between the spaces of the warp fibers. Figure 2.1 shows one of the possible paths that the
Z-fiber could follow in the weaving process. This path is shown in yellow, however there
are multiple different paths that can be formed creating different types of architectures.
The second type of architecture is that of layer-to-layer where the Z-fibers are eliminated
from the panel and the warp fibers, instead of being relatively straight, are now woven be-
tween the various layers of weft fibers. Figure 2.2 shows a possible path that the warp/Z-fiber
could take in the weaving process. Notice that the warp fiber is now used to bind the layers
together, however there is a much longer path that it takes in this binding process compared
to the Z-fiber architecture. The layer-to-layer architecture is usually more compliant than
the Z-fiber architecture.
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Figure 2.2 The blue color path shows a representative course that can be taken by the warp/Z-fiber
as it is woven in the layer-to-layer architecture.
2.1.1 Architectures
The use of 3D weaving has broadened the spectrum of textile architectures that are now
available. Ten different architectures were initially examined in this study. The first was a
baseline panel that was simply a 2D plain weave layered composite. Six architectures were
provided by Textile Engineering and Manufacturing (T.E.A.M.) inc., which included three
Z-fiber designs and three layer-to-layer, which are shown in figure 2.3. Three architectures
were provided by Albany Engineering Composites, with two being Z-fiber and the third
layer-to-layer preform, as shown in figure 2.4. Most of the work reported here will focus
on Z-fiber reinforced composite materials, with an emphasis on the 6% Z-fiber based on
preliminary experimental studies that showed the 6% Z-fiber 3DWC to be superior to others
in stiffness and strength.
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(a) 3% Z-fiber (b) 6% Z-fiber
(c) 10% Z-fiber (d) 12o Angle Interlock
(e) 20o Angle Interlock (f) 60o Angle Interlock
Figure 2.3 Various 3D woven architectures from T.E.A.M. inc. An RUC has been shown for each
of the architectures.
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(a) Albany 1 (b) Albany 1, Z-fiber Tows
(c) Albany 2 Layer-to-Layer Orthogonal Interlock (d) Albany 2, Warp Fiber Tows
(e) Albany 7 (f) Albany 7, Z-fiber Tows
Figure 2.4 Various 3D woven architectures from Albany Engineered Composites.
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2.1.2 Fabrication
The panels were made using a Vacuum Assisted Resin Transfer Mold (VARTM) system.
VARTM is a derived process from the Resin Transfer Mold Process (RTM). The main
difference between the two is that in VARTM a vacuum bag replaces one half of the mold
and the matrix is then drawn through the material to ensure proper impregnation of the fibers
through the assistance of a vacuum suction on the resin flow, [51], as seen in figure 2.5.
There are many benefits to this process some of which include, shorter mold time, lower
tooling costs, reduced volatile emissions, lower injection pressures, and the ability to do
much larger structures [52].
A typical fabrication process can be divided into five steps [52, 51]:
1: Pre-Molding, the mold surface is cleaned and a mold release agent and gel coat are
sprayed onto the surface.
2: Dry fibers preforms are loaded into the mold. A flexible bag film is then used to cover
the preform.
3: The mold and preform are then covered and sealed using vacuum bagging material
and vacuum tapes.
4: The mold is now placed under vacuum, which draws the resin from its chamber
through the preform and into a waste tank.
5: The resin is then left to cure. After curing the part is removed from the mold and is
ready for use.
The VARTM process was performed at Army Research Labs (ARL) in Aberdeen, MD.
It was reported by them that they experienced some problems with wetting the entire panel
with matrix. The results were noticeable from both burn out and from optical measurements,
both of these techniques are discussed next.
2.1.3 Burn Out Tests
In order to determine how good the wet out of the layup was, a procedure called fiber burn
out was performed to determine the void content of the specimens, this procedure is based
on ASTM standard D2734 [53] which used both standard D792 [54], that describes the
density measurements in water, and D2584 [55], which describes how to perform matrix














Figure 2.5 Schematic of the Vacuum Assist Resin Transfer Mold (VARTM) setup.
method can be seen in table 2.1 which shows a breakdown of the volume fractions along
with the densities. According to the calculations, the void content is within the manufactures
specification, however detailed imaging revealed some startling observations. Additionally
post burn out photos were taken of the preform and these are shown in figure 2.6. These
photos capture clearly some of the details of the architecture and the movement of the Z-fiber
in the different planes.
Table 2.1 Fiber Volume Fractions
Fiber Matrix Voids Density
(%) (%) (%) ( gcc )
Baseline 47.1 50.5 2.5 1.744
3% 45.2 51.8 3.0 1.713
6% 45.9 53.5 0.7 1.749
10% 45.2 52.0 2.8 1.715
20o 40.3 58.8 0.9 1.671





Figure 2.6 Fiber preforms left after burnout.
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2.1.4 Microscopic Imaging
Detailed imaging on the microscope using polarized light and a filter allowed us to find
details of the architecture. It additionally revealed many of the voids and imperfections
that were present from the manufacturing process. Some of these are very prominent and
produce premature failure mechanisms, see figure 2.7. However as characterized in table
2.1, the overall void content is relatively low in comparison and meets the manufacturers
specification. The macroscopic images were used to extract the as cured woven geometry
and fiber volume fractions. The dimensions of each of the tows were used as inputs into
finite element models that will discussed in chapter 7.
2.2 SC-15 Material
The material used as resin to infuse the panels was SC-15 epoxy a thermoset polymer.
This decision was made by ARL as the panels came infused from them. SC-15 is a low-
viscosity two-phased toughened epoxy resin system consisting of part A (resin mixture
of diglycidylether epoxy toughener) and part B (hardener mixture of cycloaliphaic amine
poluoxylalkylamine) [56]. Due to the low viscosity of the material it was a good choice
for the VARTM process because it was able to flow well under vacuum to completely
impregnate the material. Additionally, the long cure time allows for an adequate amount of
hold to remove many of the air bubbles that exist in the material due to mixing.
2.2.1 Mechanical Properties
A set of static tensile tests were done on pure material to characterize the mechanical prop-
erties of SC-15 which can be seen in table 2.2. These values were provided by ARL through
the manufacturer.
Table 2.2 SC-15 matrix static properties
E11 ν12 σy εy
(GPa) (MPa) (%)
2.487 0.35 110 6.4
Additional tests using a torsion testing machine were performed to determine the full
stress-strain curve of the material, which can be seen in figure 2.8. This stress-strain curve
will be used as a basis for mechanical properties for future computational work. The
experimental results have a strong correlation to the modulus and also the failure stress.
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(a) Matrix void at fiber interface
(b) Air bubble void in matrix
Figure 2.7 Various types of voids.
2.2.2 Rate Dependent Behavior
In order to better characterize the SC-15 matrix system a series of rate dependent tests were
performed to expand on the previous knowledge that was obtained from ARL. As a means
to determine the high strain rate behavior of the mechanical properties, a small diameter
SHPB was used. The details of the SHPB procedure can be found in Pankow et. al. [57],
which also describes many of the evaluation methods and also information on the selection
of specimen size and shape.
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Figure 2.8 Static Stress-Strain Curve for SC-15 Matrix.
SHPB tests were performed on post cured rods of pure SC-15 matrix to understand the
behavior of the material. Tests were performed on both thin and thick specimens according
to Pankow et. al. [57], where the reference describes how the thick specimens are suitable
for determining modulus and the thinner for yield stress. Figure 2.9 shows the results from
the thick specimens and how there is very little variance of the modulus with a changing
strain rate. Figure 2.10 shows how the various strain rates affects the yield of the material in
thin specimens.
     
       
       
       
       
       
       


















(a) 1-4 are experimental data 5 is theoretical and 6 is a
static experiment
     
       
       
       
       
       















Figure 2.9 SHPB Results for thick specimens.
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(a) 1-4 are experimental data, 5 is static theoretical and
6 is a static experiment
      
       
       
       
       
       















Figure 2.10 SHPB Results for thin specimens.
With a good understanding of the deformation response as a function of strain rate,
we can develop a material model to predict material behavior. For materials which have
a rate independent modulus (i.e. the modulus is constant) while only the yield stress (the
point at which permanent deformation occurs) changes as a function of rate, we use the
Cowper-Symonds overstress power law which has the form;
ε̇
pl = D(R−1)n (2.1)
where D and n are material constants and R is the yield stress ratio, σ
σ0
. σ0 is the static
(or reference) yield stress and σ is the current yield stress. Using SHPB tests, we were able
to determine D and n based on the compressive strain rate tests. These results are plotted in
figure 2.11, where the circles represent the experimental data. The curve fit produced the
parameters as shown in table 2.3. The reason for the rate dependency is the inability for
the chains to slide past one another at the same rate when the rate of straining increases,
thus preventing large visco-plastic strains from occurring and creating large stresses. This
phenomenon eventually leads to brittle, abrupt, failure rather than ductile, elongational,
failure.




     
       
       
       
       
       










Figure 2.11 ε̇ vs. σ
σ0
: Strain Rate Dependency of SC-15
2.3 S-2 Glass
S-2 glass was chosen as the material for the fibers, due to its high energy absorbtion ability
as compared to carbon fiber. S-2 Glass was the first glass composite material that was
developed exclusively for military application. The mechanical properties of S-2 glass are
different compared to E-glass in that they are 30% stronger and about 15% stiffer. The fibers
are made by pulling molten glass through tiny holes at the base of a furnace, [58]. They are
part of the Magnesium-Alumina-Silicate glass family of fibers. The individual properties
under static loading are reported in table 2.4 which is obtained from ref. [35].




It has been shown that the fibers are typically linear elastic in their response, while the




In this chapter details of the overall material system that will be investigated has been
presented. The 3DWC was broken down into the various architectures and also the different
constituents. The specimen manufacturing process was discussed and an experimental in-
vestigation into the mechanical properties of the individual constituents was done including
the effects of strain rate on the matrix response.
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Chapter 3
Static Properties of 3D woven composites
In order to establish a baseline of performance parameters for the various architectures three
different static tests were performed. The tests were performed at the ARMY Research
Labs (ARL) and included the following methods; Tensile, Short Beam Shear, Laterally
Constrained Compression. Tables 3.1-3.5 show the representative properties obtained from
each of the experimental tests. Preliminary results show that the 6% Z-fiber reinforced
architecture has the best static mechanical properties with respect to both stiffness and
strength. Many of these results will be carried over into dynamic simulations to provide a
baseline for material properties.
3.1 Introduction
Three different static tests were performed on many of the 3DWC architectures that were
designed for this project. The tests were performed at ARL and test results were sent to the
author, in tabulated and graphical format. Therefore some conclusions can be drawn from
this data, however concrete and detailed observations of the failure modes and architecture
dependent reasoning of failure mechanisms will not be attempted. The static test results are
presented here simply as a baseline, and to show trends that can be related to test results
obtained by the author.
The first test performed was a simple tension test, with three different orientations being
tested; 0o,45o, and 90o. The orientations are as indicted in figure 3.1. These different
orientations will tell us both the weft (0o) and warp (90o) in-plane moduli and also the
in-plane shear component from the 45o specimen. From these tests the failure strength was
also recorded.
Historically is has been seen that weaving causes some reduction in the in-plane me-
chanical properties, however this is typically seen as a reduction of about 4% [15, 16, 9].










Figure 3.1 The different in-plane material orientations for mechanical testing. The overall orienta-
tion of entire specimen is also give.
the chosen architecture [11]. Some studies have specifically looked at how the Z-fiber will
influence the failure path [13], showing that the Z-fiber is typically a source of failure. It has
been shown that variances in weaving tensions can also affect the properties measured using
tensile tests, [12].
The second test is a short beam shear test which is aimed at providing the through the
thickness shear modulus, either G13 or G23. The test was originally designed to determine
the inter-laminar shear strength for layups of unidirectional composites. It will be discussed
later that this may not be a good test for 3D woven specimens due to a different failure mode
that occurs. Again, there were three different orientations that were tested; 0o,45o, and 90o.
The final test that was performed was designed to determine the fiber tow shear strength.
Designed by Dr. Chian-Fong Yen of ARL, the test started as a standard compression test,
but after confining the sides from movement, it is possible to induce through-the-thickness
shear failure in the sample. The test is only performed in though-the-thickness direction
because this is the most likely failure plane to have fiber tow shear failure. Three different
orientations were tested; 0o,45o, and 90o.
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3.2 Tensile Tests
The tensile tests were performed according to ASTM standard D3039, [60]. According
to this specification strips of the specimen were cut and tabs were bonded to the end of
the specimen to create better gripping surfaces. The test were conducted at a rate of 0.05
in/min (1 mm/min), while cross head displacement and, DIC data were collected to obtain
the representative stress-strain curve for the material. The data is reduced to produce the
effective Young’s modulus and also the maximum strength. The results are shown in tables
3.1 and 3.2 and figures 3.2 and 3.3. It is observed from these results that the 6% Z-fiber
composite has the largest tensile modulus and also one of the largest tensile strengths.
Table 3.1 Tensile Modulus (Msi)
0o 45o 90o
Baseline 3.06 ± 0.01
6% 3.560 ± 0.206 1.084 ± 0.04 3.113 ± 0.16
10% 2.575 ± 0.04 1.145 ± 0.07 2.362 ± 0.18
12o 2.945 ± 0.06 1.252 ± 0.07 2.297 ± 0.04
20o 2.356 ± 0.08 0.930 ± 0.01 2.306 ± 0.02
60o 2.195 ± 0.07 0.967 ± 0.04 2.042 ± 0.09
Table 3.2 Tensile Strengths (ksi)
0o 45o 90o
6% 67.60 ± 8.78 20.45 ± 1.22 78.79 ± 2.23
10% 78.03 ± 2.77 23.82 ± 1.07 71.55 ± 5.40
12o 73.55 ± 3.91 12.09 ± 0.16 31.40 ± 2.39
20o 53.01 ±2.59 12.27 ± 0.11 30.40 ± 3.07
60o 57.14 ± 3.64 11.10 ± 0.34 28.60 ± 1.87
3.3 Short Beam Shear Tests
Short beam shear tests were performed in accordance with ASTM standard D 2344, [61].
Specimens were cut from the quarter inch thick panels to produce relatively small specimens,
due to the fact that the width and length are twice and six times the thickness of the specimen
respectively. The specimens were loaded at at rate of 0.05 in/min (1.0 mm/min). The test
25
  
       
       
       
       





















Figure 3.2 Tensile modulus vs. panel orientation for various different architectures
are not necessarily reflective of the actual properties of the material, since the test is poorly
designed for reinforced materials. The standard was based on laminated composites. When
Z-fibers are present in the architecture, the material may not necessarily fail by delamination.
More often than not the material would fail in bending under the indenter tip either through
local compression (which leads to kink band formation) or tensile failure in the matrix.
However with all this being said, it is still a good test for comparison purposes, because the
bending modulus will be indicative of the 3DWC stiffness and also the 3DWC resistance to
shearing. Therefore we can again draw some conclusions based on the initial shear modulus,
however the values calculated for shear strength may not necessarily be a good indicator
of the different failure modes. Table 3.3 and figure 3.4 show a comparison of the shear
moduli of the various different architectures. It is apparent that the 6% Z-fiber and the 3%
Z-fiber have the highest resistance to bending. Table 3.4 and figure 3.5 show a comparison
of the shear strengths of the various architectures. Although there is scatter a clear trend that
appears showing that the 6% Z-fiber reinforced has the highest effective “shear strength”.
Although the 3% Z-fiber is relatively stiff in bending it tends to fail earlier due to matrix
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Figure 3.3 Tensile strength vs. panel orientation for various different architectures
cracking. Similar experimental results with additional details have been reported in reference
[62]. It should be noted here that the shear moduli values supplied by ARL are very low.
The values are about 10% Z-fiber of the shear modulus of pure SC-15 matrix, however
since we do not have the raw data it was not possible to determine the error of the ARL
calculations.
Table 3.3 Shear Modulus (ksi)
0o 45o 90o
3% 18.38 ± 2.32 11.13 ± 0.44 20.29 ± 1.43
6% 18.21 ± 0.57 7.94 ± 0.57 16.95 ± 1.02
10% 16.15 ± 1.31 8.15 ± 0.38 13.78 ± 0.75
20o 13.16 ± 0.88 7.10 ± 0.14 13.46 ± 0.42
60o 12.02 ± 2.32 7.60 ± 0.65 13.29 ± 0.30
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Figure 3.4 Shear modulus vs. panel orientation for various different architectures
Table 3.4 Shear Strengths (ksi)
0o 45o 90o
3% 3.59 ± 0.30 2.41 ± 0.13 3.84 ± 0.06
6% 5.30 ± 0.15 2.34 ± 0.15 4.85 ± 0.32
10% 4.75 ± 0.17 2.16 ± 0.03 3.99 ± 0.10
20o 4.46 ± 0.12 2.56 ± 0.11 4.09 ± 0.21
60o 4.36 ± 0.20 2.20 ± 0.11 3.40 ± 0.18
3.4 Laterally Constrained Compression Tests
The laterally constrained compression test is similar to that of a compression test through
the thickness of the material however the material is prevented from expanding in the x
and y directions if compressed in the z direction. The constraint essentially prevents lateral
expansion due to poisson’s ratio, causing higher loads and resistance to failure, often pro-
ducing different types of failure not seen in a standard compression test. The material is
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Figure 3.5 Shear strength vs. panel orientation for various different architectures
forced to fail by a shear band formation typically shearing the fibers tows. This test was
designed by Dr. Chian-Fong Yen at ARL and is aimed at simulating the failure that occurs
during ballistic testing. There is currently no ASTM standard for this test. The results focus
on the angle of the shear band that is formed in the specimen along with the maximum load
that is carried. The results are shown in table 3.5 and figure 3.6. The test should produce
similar results in both the 0o and 90o orientations because the shear band will form in the
weakest plane. There were some samples where this was not the case, however since we
don’t have the tested samples no conclusions can be drawn. The 6% Z-fiber sample seemed
to consistently have the highest strengths in all orientations. The 10% Z-fiber sample had
very similar results however the 90o orientation was a bit lower.
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Table 3.5 Compressive Strengths (ksi)
0o 45o 90o
3% 52.10 ± 1.04 55.16 ± 2.06 55.45 ± 2.80
6% 91.37 ± 7.53 89.27 ± 3.42 92.44 ± 5.58
10% 91.86 ± 4.69 93.75 ± 1.12 79.47 ± 7.73
12o 95.44 ± 2.46 78.74 ± 2.32 73.86 ± 1.34
20o 63.44 ± 2.87 63.70 ± 1.50 66.67 ± 2.90
60o 70.98 ± 2.37 69.31 ± 3.16 55.62 ± 3.00
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Figure 3.6 Compressive strength vs. panel orientation for various different architectures
3.5 Conclusion
Static tests were performed on each of the various different 3DWC architectures so that a
comparison of mechanical properties could be made. The results showed that the 6% Z-fiber
architecture may be the “best” architecture to provide both strength and stiffness, however
the layer to layer architectures may be better at providing energy absorbtion under transverse
30
impact than the Z-fiber reinforced composites.
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Chapter 4
Fracture Toughness and Shear
properties.
The End Notch Flexure (ENF) tests for woven composites were performed on the various
different 3DWC architectures supplied by Albany Engineered Composites. A schematic
of the ENF setup can be seen in figure 4.1. The architectures were chosen for the ENF
tests because the thick panel behavior is much easier to characterize through an ENF test.
Two of the architectures have similar weaving patterns (Albany 1 and Albany 7) that are
Z-fiber architectures described in chapter 2. Albany 2 has a different architecture which
takes the warp fibers and turns them into the Z-fibers by weaving them between the weft
tows. Experimental results showed that Albany 2 did not allow for crack propagation, but
rather it localized the delamination failure. Albany 7 provided the best fracture strength in
static testing , although Albany 1 was somewhat comparable. Three different loading rates
were examined using the Albany 7 architecture and rate dependent properties were found to
exist in the material.
4.1 Introduction
The problem of delamination can be improved with the technique of 3D weaving. The
insertion of a Z-fiber produces reinforcement that is otherwise not present in laminated
composites to prevent delamination from occurring. The fibers that run between the layers
provide reinforcement to the matrix which is the only material that is holding the different
layers together. The fibers will bridge the cracks that occur parallel to the layers in the
matrix, reinforcing the material and allowing stable crack propagation. The layer to layer
architecture is very useful because each of the fiber tows is constantly changing layers
and essentially “confuses” the crack path and prevents it from propagating any further.
“Confused” refers to the idea that it doesn’t provide a clear pure resin layer for delamination
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to propagate. The ENF test has been used to study mode II fracture behavior of laminated
composites [63] and with the insertion of carbon nano-tubes for some bridging effect [64].
4.2 Static results
Experimental results related to static mode II fracture tests are presented in this section. Two
tests were performed. One at a loading rate of 0.0004 in/sec ( 1mm/min), while a second test
was performed at 2 in/sec ( 3 m/min) to determine the influence of elevated loading rate on
fracture toughness. Figure 4.1 shows a representation of the test and some of the associated
parameters. The geometry of the test specimens used are given in table 4.1. Specimens were
statically loaded on a hydraulically activated MTS machine. Images of the specimens were
taken during deformation using a Nikon D2X camera, which has a 12.8 MP CMOS sensor,
at 2 second intervals to track the trajectory of the crack during loading. For tests performed
at 2in/sec ( 3 m/min) a Photron SA.5 camera was used to acquire images at 2000fps. This
provided more than adequate information to determine the fracture toughness.
Table 4.1 ENF Test Specimen Dimensions (refer to figure 4.1.)
(mm) (in)
Length 160 6.30
Width b 25.4 1.00
Thickness h 12.7 0.50
Length of initial crack 40 1.57
Distance between supports 120 4.73
Support Distance from end 20 0.79
The Z-fiber reinforced architecture of Albany 1 and Albany 7 is an architecture which
uses Z-fiber tows to reinforce the panels, by binding the warp and weft fiber tows together.
This causes distinct layers of warp and weft fiber tows held together by Z-fiber tows. Figure
4.2 shows a schematic of the load-displacement response that is characteristic of these
materials. There is an initial slope where there is no crack. When the crack starts to grow,
a change in slope of the load-displacement response is observed. As the crack propagates
the slope remains constant at the new slope. The Z-fiber does not fail in this case providing
reinforcement and additional resistance to crack propagation that will allow for the load
to increase. Following the crack propagation, a drop in load is typically seen when a kink
band forms in compression under the loading head, along with matrix cracking on the outer






Figure 4.1 ENF test set up and determined parameters.
The layer-to-layer architecture of Albany 2 is an architecture which removes the Z-fiber
tow and instead uses the warp fiber tow to weave the layers together. This architecture
does not have distinct layers like Albany 1 and Albany 7. The weft fiber tows are the only
tows to have a straight orientation. A typical loading curve can be seen in figure 4.3 which
demonstrates a completely different failure mode. After the initial loading, small localized
delaminations occur in layers near the point of the loading head. This is where the shear
stress is the highest. When these micro cracks are formed, the load plateaus at a constant
value while the specimen is still deforming. The main crack does not propagate from the
notch end rather from localized delamination that is interrupted by the Warp/Z-fiber. These
results show that the material has the ability to dissipate a lot of energy through deformation
instead of a catastrophic failure. This is a prime example of where one could develop an
architecture for a specific service loading environment.
Figure 4.4 shows a representative load deflection curve for each of the different architec-
tures at each of the two separate rates. Derived parameters including slope, maximum load
and other information are noted in tables 4.2 and 4.3. The Albany 1 and 7 specimen plots
have a corresponding identification for the start of the crack (square indicator) and the crack















Figure 4.2 Typical Albany-1 or Albany-7 response. Crack start to grow at 2. Major crack reaches
point below indicator head at 3. Secondary crack starts from initial/main crack location at 4. Sec-
ondary crack reaches point under indicator head at 5. Kink band failure occurs below indentor at 6,










Figure 4.3 Typical Albany-2 response. Small localized delamination cracks start to form in be-
tween fiber tows at 2. The cracks propagate until they run into Z-fibers and more are formed, while
the load remains constant at 3. Kink band failure occurs below indentor at 4, which corresponds to a
decrease in load.
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(a) Albany 1 Warp
    
        
        
        
        












(b) Albany 1 Weft
    
        
        
        
        












(c) Albany 2 Warp
    
        
        
        
        












(d) Albany 2 Weft
    
        
        
        
        












(e) Albany 7 Warp
    
        
        
        
        












(f) Albany 7 Weft
Figure 4.4 Representative Load vs. Center point displacement for each of the 3DWC architectures
at the two different loading rates. The square represents the start of the crack while the circle
represents the crack reaching the center of the specimen, below the loading roller.
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Warp 1585 ± 90 653 ± 15 7091± 388
Weft 2492 ± 25 1121 ± 55 8070 ± 384
Albany 2
Warp 1452 ± 83 N/A 5350± 164
Weft 2079 ± 30 N/A 6737 ± 471
Albany 7
Warp 1641 ± 50 670 ± 40 7502± 242
Weft 2604 ± 128 1132 ± 237 9768 ± 960






Warp 1708 ± 31 842 ± 53 9672± 417
Weft 2583 ± 88 1300 ± 232 11102 ± 727
Albany 2
Warp 1534 ± 93 N/A 7439± 596
Weft 2199 ± 125 N/A 8827 ± 526
Albany 7
Warp 1787 ± 18 879 ± 15 10446± 452
Weft 2700 ± 75 1198 ± 31 11979 ± 1032
Figure 4.5 compares the response of the different 3DWC architectures in the warp
direction. This is the orientation that the Z-fibers are woven in, therefore there should be
more binding with the Z-fiber. Both the Albany 1 and Albany 7 have similar responses, with
the Albany 7 having a higher crack initiation load. The Albany 2 however carries much less
load, but it is able to withstand larger displacements.
Figure 4.6 compares the response of the different 3DWC architectures in the weft direc-
tion. The weft tows run perpendicular to the Z-fibers therefore less binding will be available.
Both the Albany 1 and Albany 7 have similar responses, with the Albany 7 typically having
a higher crack initiation load. Albany 2 again carries less load, but is still able to exhibit
larger displacements.
We can further investigate the Albany 1 and 7 materials by looking at their crack propa-
gation. By using the photographic time history we are able to track the crack as the specimen
is loaded up. Figure 4.7 shows the average crack propagation distance vs. center point
displacement. It is observed that the warp direction crack propagation is typically slower
than that of the weft for both loading rates. Again the Z-fiber being woven in this direction
will contribute to this slower movement of the crack since the fiber will inhibit its path.
There was not much distinction between the two rates except for the warp direction where
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Figure 4.5 Comparison of Warp Direction Response.
the speed clearly sped up the crack propagation. However it should be noted that the crack
typically started at a higher load as the loading rate was increased. It should also be noted
that both specimens have stable crack growth, since the load continues to increase after the
initial crack starts to propagate. This stable propagation is due to the Z-fibers bridging the
crack, still transferring load across the crack faces.
Figure 4.8 shows a very similar trend to the Albany 7 architecture. Again the crack
propagated at a higher deflection in the warp direction. However both directions seem to
have similar propagation lengths and also showed no difference in rates, however the crack
propagation load increased with the rate. Again, stable crack growth was found to occur in
both orientations.
In order to get a better understanding of how the crack affects the material parameters
and how progressive failure may occur in these materials, additional tests were performed.
To further investigate the materials the energy that was dissipated during failure of the
materials was investigated. The energy is related to the area under the curve of the load de-
flection curve. Each different architecture was computed and the failure was deemed where
the load dropped dramatically in the material. The associated energy was then computed for
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Figure 4.6 Comparison of Weft Direction Response.
each architecture and orientation. The warp orientation consistently had a higher energy
dissipation than the weft direction although, a lower load was associated with failure in the
warp. Additionally the Albany 2 had a much larger energy associated with failure than any
of the other materials.
Table 4.4 Energy dissipation before failure of different architectures.
Warp Weft
(kNmm) (kNmm)
Albany 1 36.6 22.8
Albany 2 54.3 50.0
Albany 7 48.9 40.4
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Figure 4.7 Crack propagation history for Albany 1 specimens in both directions. Crack location a,
is measure as indicated in the figure legend.
4.3 Cyclic testing
Cyclic testing was performed to determine a baseline for the fracture toughness values of
the different materials. The test were performed at a rate of 0.0004 in/sec ( 1mm/min) using
displacement control. The specimens were loaded up allowing for the crack to propagate
some distance, however not all the way to the center of the specimen, and then unloaded.
The cyclic loading revealed that there is very little permanent out-of-plane deformation
that occurs in the material. Most of the deformation is recovered when unloaded, however
the unloading path lies along a line that corresponds to a “secant” stiffness. The secant
stiffness is defined as the ratio of the current load to current displacement. This shows that
there is some permanent deformation in the material, however after the deformation occurs,
subsequent damage does not accumulate until the material is again loaded up to the point at
which the unloading took place. In terms of crack propagation, the crack will not propagate
any further until the same load and deflection are reached, in a subsequent loading cycle.
One of the results that we can calculate with this cyclic loading is the fracture toughness.
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Figure 4.8 Crack propagation history for Albany 7 specimens in both directions. Crack location a,
is measure as indicated in the figure legend.
The fracture toughness is related to the total area under the load and unload curve and the






where the area is the area under the first cycle of load and unload, t is the width of
the specimen and ∆a is the crack length. This is derived from the energy needed to open
up a new crack surface. Table 4.5 shows a summary of the GIIc values obtained from the
cyclic loading. It should be noted that an effective value was estimated for the Albany 2
architecture, however the estimate is very rough due to the estimation of the crack surfaces.
The warp direction has a higher fracture toughness as compared to that of the weft. This









Figure 4.9 The total area under the load and unload curve. The red line represents the loading
cycle while the dashed black line represents the unloading curve. The “lost” work done is converted
to “fracture energy”.
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Figure 4.10 Load vs. Center point displacement with cyclic loading for Albany 1 architecture.
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Figure 4.11 Load vs. Center point displacement with cyclic loading for Albany 7 architecture.
4.4 Elevated Rate Loading (Low Velocity Impact, LVI)
The ENF test was performed using a low velocity drop tower to further investigate the rate
effect on GIIc and the maximum load obtained. The ENF test was moved to a drop tower,
this is a facility in which a weight is dropped onto the specimen from a pre-determined
height in order to induce a certain velocity at the impact point. The impact head contains
a force transducer that is used to measure the force applied to the specimen. In these tests
the focus was on the Albany 7 panels because they showed the highest strength and largest
resistance to crack propagation.
Two separate heights were chosen which provided two separate impact velocities, which
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Figure 4.12 Load vs. Center point displacement with cyclic loading for Albany 2 architecture.
can be seen in table 4.6. The warp and weft orientations were examined to determine the
effect of loading rate upon the effectiveness of Z-fibers in resisting crack growth and failure.
Table 4.6 Drop Tower Experimental Setup (mm)
Height Velocity Mass
(in) (cm) ( ins ) (
m
s ) lb kg
15.75 40 110 2.8 85.1 38.6
31.5 80 156 3.96 85.1 38.6
Figure 4.13 shows a representative load-deflection response for the material in the warp
direction for the two different heights. Although the rates are very different there is very little
difference between the responses. This is also noticed in the weft direction, see figure 4.14.
The two results have been overlayed to show the same discreprency of the weft direction
taking higher loads than the warp direction, see figure 4.15. To get an understanding of the
full spectrum of responses, the results from all of the tests are compared in figures 4.16
and 4.17. It should be noted that in the Warp direction a unidirectional [0]16 layup has been
plotted. These were specimens studied by Huang [1], and have been included to show the
increase in failure strength through the insertion of Z-fibers.
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Figure 4.13 Load-Displacement curves from drop tower tests on Albany 7 material in the warp
direction.
    
        
        
        
        
        
        














Figure 4.14 Load-Displacement curves from drop tower tests on Albany 7 material in the weft
direction
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Figure 4.15 Load-Displacement curves from drop tower tests on Albany 7 material in both warp
and weft directions.
Figures 4.16 and 4.17 show some were very interesting results, as higher loading rates
are studied. It seems that there are two competing effects. The fracture toughness increases
as a function of loading rate, but as specimen inertia increases, the relative sliding of the
crack faces increases, therefore lowering the effective measured value. These two effects
are working against each other, therefore, as the loading rate increases there will be a point
where our load is maximum, and then begins to decrease as the inertia of the specimen
becomes more dominant. This is evident in the data where it is observed that the final load
has dropped at the same deflection and the peak load occurs at a loading rate of 2 in/sec.
Additionally, it is seen that the specimens are forced into a separate mode of failure, instead
of the material failing by kink band formation under the loading head, the Z-fibers that are
bridging the crack, fail causing the load to drop. This is evident in the high speed videos,
because the load drop corresponds to a time when the crack begins to open up rapidly as
the two surfaces simply slide past each other due to the loss of shearing resistance from the
Z-fibers.
The Photron SA.5 camera was used to be able to track the path of the crack. The camera
was set at 100,000 fps and captured images that are 320 X 192 pixels in size. These images
were then used to back out the crack path as before. Figures 4.18 and 4.19 show the general
trends seen in the crack propagation for both the warp and weft specimens respectively.
From these plots it appears that with increasing loading rate, the resistance to fracture
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Figure 4.16 Load-Displacement curves for Albany 7 material in the warp direction at the four
different rates.
increases. This is seen more in the warp than the weft specimens, but is evident in both.
As the rate increases, it takes more deflection for the same amount of crack face opening.
This supports the statement made previously that both inertia and fracture toughness are
competing against each other because the fracture toughness is clearly increasing with strain
rate. However the specimen failing at a lower level indicates that the inertia of the specimen
is beginning to take over causing Z-fiber shear failure.
To provide further insight into the material response the energy dissipated to cause
failure was also investigated. The warp direction consistently had a higher failure energy
compared to the weft. Additionally the energy increase with increasing rate, until the final
rate where it began to slowly decrease. Overall there was an increase in energy due to the
rate of the material and a higher energy associated with the warp direction. Although the
warp direction has a lower failure load the larger deflection associated with each load caused
and increase in overall energy dissipation.
4.5 Finite Element Models
To better characterize the tests, a finite element model was created to simulate the mechan-
ical response along with the propagation of the crack as a function of load. A 2D model
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Figure 4.17 Load-Displacement curves for Albany 7 material in the weft direction at the four
different rates.
Table 4.7 Comparison of energy dissipation at different rates for Albany 7 architecture.
Static 2 in/sec 110 in/sec 156 in/sec
(kNmm) (kNmm) (kNmm) (kNmm)
Warp 50.2 51.2 62.2 60.4
Weft 41.0 44.3 45.8 44.8
Failure Kink Kink Z-fiber Z-fiber
Band Band Shear Shear
was set up for computational ease since the width of the specimen was relatively small.
The bulk of the material was modeled using CPE4R elements, which are 4-node bilinear,
reduced integration elements with hourglass control. Additionally the support rollers were
modeled to simulate the test as precisely as possible. Contact was added between the rollers
and the specimen. Displacement control loading was imposed on the top load roller at a
constant rate, described in the tests earlier. In order to properly model the crack path the
specimen was modeled as two halves and then joined together using DCZM elements, see
figure 4.20(b). The details of the elements will be described in the next section. The DCZM
elements are modeled as a bulk material however due to the Z-fiber reinforcement, a large
GIIc value is expected. Figure 4.20 shows the finite element model that was used to simulate
the ENF test. Only the Albany 7 results were simulated, since the bulk of the experimental
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Figure 4.18 Crack Propagation diagram in the warp direction at the four different rates.
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Figure 4.19 Crack Propagation diagram in the weft direction at the four different rates.







Figure 4.20 Finite Element model used in the ENF simulation.
4.5.1 DCZM Element
The 2D DCZM element is shown schematically in figure 4.21. The element is implemented
in ABAQUS R© as a explicit user defined element (VUEL). This subroutine consists of zero
thickness non-linear 1D spring-like elements between node pairs [65]. Four sub-elements
(springs) are used in this 2D element; two are for shear and two are for peel. The relative
displacement of the node pairs, transformed into a peel-shear coordinate frame, are used to
compute the element force and stiffness from the traction law (σ(δ )). For computing stress,
the contact area is evenly divided among the node pairs of the element.
The DCZM element, see figure 4.21, used a trapezoidal traction law as shown in figure
4.22. Each fracture mode (I,II) require four separate parameters to properly implement the
trapezoidal traction law. Since we are modeling the ENF configuration as a two dimensional
plane-strain problem we only need to be concerned with GIc and GIIc which are the critical
energy release rates for mode I and mode II fracture respectively. Along with these parame-
ters we also need the critical strengths, σIc and τIIc the shape factors, α Ipl and α
II
pl , and the




Figure 4.21 Four-node DCZM element with surrounding elements. Adhesion is enforced with
non-linear springs between node pairs.
law) and one. The traction separation law is:
σ(δ ) =

kδ δ > δ1






δ2 ≤ δ ≤ δc













It has been shown that the initial stiffness k is a relatively large value [65]. Additionally
there is no rate dependent characteristics associated with the DCZM element, thus the rate
is seen from the different parameters obtained at the different testing rates. The matrix was
modeled with a trapezoidal traction law, see figure 4.22 with alpha set to 0.9, to allow for
some load to be carried after fracture. Since we are going to model the entire crack zone
as one homogenized material, the DCZM element must simulate the bridging and then fail
when the Z-fiber fails, hence the large alpha value to allow very little load after Z-fiber
failure. The larger GIIc value will contribute to how long Z-Fiber bridging can occur in the
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Figure 4.22 The trapezoidal traction law.
4.5.2 Material Properties
Simple tension tests were performed on the same material panels to determine the effective
in-plane mechanical properties in both the warp and weft directions. The results were then
used to back out the effective through the thickness shear terms by matching the initial load
deflection curve where no crack had occurred. The results can be seen in table 4.8.






Table 4.8 shows that there was some difference between the two shear moduli values.
This is attributed to two facts, the first is that there are simply more fibers in one direction
than the other. Second, the in-plane modulus in the weft direction is nearly double the value
of the warp direction. This discrepancy would cause the shear to be much higher. Addition-
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ally the orientation in which the Z-fiber is being stitched will have additional reinforcement,
due to the fact that the fiber is being pulled tight as it is put in shear. With the 1 direction
being that of the weft fibers and the 2 direction, the warp, we can understand the results
of the extracted shear values. G13 is the shear modulus in the direction of the weft fibers.
Although it is larger it is not twice as large because the Z-fiber is woven in the direction of
the warp fibers (the G23 value). The extra reinforcement of the Z-fiber helps increase it’s
resistance to shear causing the shear moduli to have closer values.
Figure 4.23(a) shows the correlation between the model and experiment for the slowest
rate. The static tests reveal a lot of information about the matrix values. Table 4.9 shows
the determined DCZM parameters that were backed out from matching the curves of the
material. The results showed that although the warp direction had a smaller critical strength,
it had a larger critical energy release rate. This implies that although a smaller stress was
needed to cause fracture, more energy was required to propagate the fracture through the
rest of the specimen. This was a similar result to that observed in the experiments where
we cyclicly loaded the specimen. The weft direction consistently exhibited a lower critical
energy release rate for all specimens. This is due to the orientation of the Z-fiber as it is
woven in the direction of the warp fibers. The fact that it is woven in this direction means
that as it is bridging this gap, the fiber gets stronger, because it is pulling itself in shear. This
is an interesting phenomenon and something that should also be noted in correlation to the
model fit. As the fiber is pulled more it will have a higher stress, however, with the current
model traction laws this is not permitted. It would be advantageous to develop a modified
trapezoidal law in which from δ1 to δ2 the stress is increasing. Therefore, with the current
model, the GIIc value will be over predicted due to its need to carry the load.















When the loading rate is increased from static to 2 in/sec ( 3m/min) (on the MTS ma-
chine) we see a change in the resistance of the matrix material. In both directions the critical
strength has increased, in the warp from 19 to 25 MPa, while in the weft it has increased
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from 28.5 to 32.5 MPa. This is a fairly large increase in the critical strength, however,
the critical energy release rate had a different behavior. In the warp direction a decrease
from 40 to 33 Jm2 , while in the weft direction an increase from 22.7 to 28.3
J
m2 was seen.
The difference in directions is due to two factors. The static values are not necessarily
accurate, since the material fails in a mode other than the Z-fiber finally failing. We cannot
conclusively state that this was the maximum critical energy release rate, rather it has to be
at least this value for the static test. However for the 2 in/sec ( 3m/min) tests, this value will
be more accurate because the fibers began to fail in this loading regime. As was mentioned
in chapter 2, the material will have an increasing critical stress as a function of the rate,
however it does not detail how the critical energy release rate behaves as a function of the
rate. It appears that there is some link however this is not as yet, clear.
When the experiment was switched to the drop tower, the rate of loading was increased
dramatically. The critical strength begins to decrease along with the critical energy release
rate. The material exhibited a lower yield stress. The critical energy release rate seems to
have decreased for both the warp and weft specimens. The results show that the material
now takes less energy to prevent fracture, which is directly linked to specimen inertia caused
by the impact. As we move to faster loading rates, there is going to be less resistance
to the crack propagation causing a lower critical energy release rate. One can relate this
phenomenon to the idea of pulling tape off of a an object. If we try and remove it very slowly
it provides more resistance to peeling off than if we rip it off quickly. This result provides
greater insight into the material behavior. It should also be noted that the critical energy
release rate for pure SC-15 is 2 Jm2 [1]. This shows that the Z-fibers offer a dramatic increase
in the fracture resistance of this material, under, both static and elevated rate loading.
If we look at the material microstructure and make some observations about the spacing
of the Z-fiber in the warp and weft orientations, the influence of microstructure on fracture
properties can be understood further. Figure 4.24 shows the spacing and associated dimen-
sions of the Z-fiber, clearly there is a difference between the two types of specimens. The
weft direction has a spacing that is 1.57 times larger than the warp direction. This spacing
difference will cause a different critical energy release rate since there are simply more
fibers per unit crack advance resisting the propagation of the crack in the warp direction.
This information can again be related back to the critical stress value that it takes for the
crack to form. If we look 90 degrees from the crack plane we see the opposite orientation,
i.e. the weft direction now has the warp face. This face is the one that the crack must
propagate through. Since there are more Z-fibers in this orientation it causes the critical
stress to crack the matrix to increase because it must overcome the strength of the Z-fibers.
Table 4.10 shows the predicted values for the weft direction based on the warp values. These
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predictions are based on the difference in fiber spacing of 1.57. Overall there is a very
good correlation. The predicted values are able to fairly accurately determine the load vs.
deflection response for the materials. Figure 4.25 shows the predicted load deflection curves
based on the relationship between the spacing. They typically predict that failure will occur
sooner that it actually happened, however it is within the error bounds of the experimental
data.
Table 4.10 Computational Parameters for DCZM Elements predicted based on spacing
Matrix Matrix Predicted
σc GIIc σc GIIc
Static
Warp 19 40 19 40
Weft 28.5 22.7 29.83 25.4
Dynamic
Warp 25 33 25 33
Weft 32.5 28.3 39.25 21.0
Drop Tower
Warp 16 27.5 16 27.5
Weft 23 21 25.12 17.5
All of the predicted values for σc seemed to correlate well with suggested scaling of 1.57
(the ratio of spacing). However, the two elevated rate simulations predicted failure earlier in
the material than was actually seen. Therefore an estimation of a rate dependent behavior
was investigated. To do this the GIIc value was increased in order to increase the failure
point in the material. The increase in GIIc allowed for more bridging before failure. The
simulations were re-run and the extracted properties can be seen in table 4.11 along with the
corresponding load deflection curves of figure 4.26. The ratio at the higher rates drops to
about 1.25 from 1.57. This decrease is a rate dependent effect that is related to the material
caused by the rate dependence of the matrix.
Table 4.11 Computational Parameters for DCZM Elements predicted based on spacing, with
modified GIIc values.
Matrix Matrix Predicted
σc GIIc σc GIIc
Static
Warp 19 40 19 40
Weft 28.5 22.7 29.83 25.4
Dynamic
Warp 25 33 25 33
Weft 32.5 28.3 39.25 27.0
Drop Tower
Warp 16 27.5 16 27.5
Weft 23 21 25.12 22
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(b) MTS 2 in/sec
      
        
        
        
        
        
        
















(c) Drop Tower 110 in/sec.
Figure 4.23 Load-Deflection correlations for each of the various different rates.
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(a) Bending in Warp
(b) Bending in Weft
Figure 4.24 Z-fiber spacing in both warp and weft directions showing the disparity.
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(b) MTS 2 in/sec
      
        
        
        
        
        
        
















(c) Drop Tower 110 in/sec.
Figure 4.25 Load-Deflection predictions based on Z-fiber spacing for each of the various different
rates.
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(b) MTS 2 in/sec
      
        
        
        
        
        
        
















(c) Drop Tower 110 in/sec.
Figure 4.26 Load-Deflection predictions based on Z-fiber spacing with adjusted GIIc for each of
the various different rates.
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4.5.3 New DCZM Law
In reality, the crack actually travels through a discretely reinforced matrix material, not a
“smeared” layer as was previously assumed, as shown in the sketch of figure 4.27(a). There
are Z-fibers which can still carry load after a crack has passed, and the matrix which cannot
carry load after it cracks. Figure 4.27 shows how the Z-fiber material is not sheared when
the crack passes in the matrix. Rather it will bridge the crack and fail in a different failure
mode later in the test, this causes the Z-fibers to show distinctly in post failure specimen
analysis. This bridging allows for transfer of load between the top and bottom layers, even
after the matrix has “cracked”.
In order to properly implement a discrete microstructure into a finite element model, a
new DCZM law was developed, which implements an increasing stress with displacement
to effectively model the Z-fiber bridging that occurs. Figure 4.28 shows what the modified
















δ2 ≤ δ ≤ δc


















In order to get proper behavior, both materials are modeled with the same ultimate stress
value because we want both to “fracture” at the same level. Previous tests have revealed
that GIIc for SC-15 material in an ENF tests is about 2 N/mm [1]. This was used as a
baseline for the SC-15 and the effective Z-fiber parameters were determined by matching the
experimental load-deflection measurement to the simulation for the “warp” specimens. The
rest of the model remains unchanged and the previously used model mechanical properties
are used again. Figure 4.29 shows how the Z-fibers are alternated in the DCZM model based
on the actual Z-fiber spacing.
In order to show the effectiveness of this new law, a comparison of the parameters has
been done to show the effect of the increase in load transfer. The first model is to model all
of the elements as triangular DCZM elements with the same matrix properties. The GIIC
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value is from the reference described earlier, while σc is used from the static simulation run
earlier. Next, the Z-fiber reinforcement elements are modeled through a trapezoidal element
to allow for bridging. This was accomplished by setting αpl to 0.9 allowing for bridging
and σc2 = σc1, and setting a relatively large GIIc. The final variation will be the application
of the new law, with the σc2 and GIIc being backed out from the modeling. The various
different input parameters can be seen in table 4.12 and 4.13.
Table 4.12 Computational Parameters for the modified Trapezoidal DCZM Elements in the Warp
Direction
Matrix Matrix Predicted
σc GIIc σc1 σc2 GIIc αpl
Triangular 19 2 19 19 2 0
Trapezoidal 19 2 19 19 60 0.9
Modified Trap 19 2 19 115 20 0.9
Table 4.13 Computational Parameters for the modified Trapezoidal DCZM Elements in the Weft
Direction
Matrix Matrix Predicted
σc GIIc σc1 σc2 GIIc αpl
Triangular 28.5 2 28.5 28.5 2 0
Trapezoidal 28.5 2 28.5 28.5 60 0.9
Modified Trap 28.5 2 28.5 160 18 0.9
The results of the analysis can be seen in figure 4.30, where the load deflection curves for
each of the different models has been compared. The pure matrix version fails immediately
and catastrophically, as soon as the critical stress is reached, since all of the elements fail,
dropping the load dramatically. By modeling the Z-fiber elements with a trapezoidal law, a
slightly larger load is reached before failure. The failure has some progression in this case,
due to the ability to transfer some of the load across the crack surfaces, causing a smooth
transition. The one result that should be noticed is that the overall slope after failure is the
same, but the load that the specimen carries is much higher due to the load transfer that is
still occurring after the matrix has failed. By switching to the new modified trapezoidal
law where bridging can truly be simulated, the overall increase in load is evident. The load
deflection curves have identical paths (experiment and simulation), the computational one
predicts a higher ultimate load but this is really the only difference. The model clearly shows
that Z-fiber bridging is indeed a viable mechanism for this stable crack propagation to occur
in the material.
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The results for the weft direction are very similar to those obtained in the warp direction.
Figure 4.31 shows the representative load deflection curves for each of the directions. Since
the matrix fails at a lower load in this instance, there is more bridging before failure. There-
fore we get a small hump at the onset of the bi-linearity. The results show that the material
fails at a higher load and around 9mm of displacement. After this point, the load starts to
increase because the crack path has reached the center of the specimen, corresponding to a
point below the load application point.
If one compares the effective strength of the DCZM elements for the two models, an
interesting trend is observed. For the new model, since the Z-fiber is spaced over 6 elements,
if we average the stiffness for those elements we can compare it to the results from the
lumped model. Figure 4.32 shows the effective stress carried in the element vs. the element
displacement. The results show that the new model carries nearly similar loads as compared
to those computed earlier for the smeared model. The two results show a strong correlation
between the two types of models.
It should be noted that the new model has more parameters that can be changed and
studied. The four different input parameters could possibly have numerous combinations of
values that would produce similar load deflection curves depending on how the parameters
are changed. Two methods could be used to help determine model parameters: Kriging [66]
or additional tests to determine some of the parameters to the model.
Kriging is a powerful interpolation scheme that attempts to obtain data for unknown
points in a multi-dimensional design space, based upon a limited amount of training points
where data is known (other examples of interpolation schemes would be polynomial fits,
radial basis functions and neural networks). The Kriging predictor consists of two parts:
a global approximation of the n-dimensional field and an error term that takes care of
local deviations. Usually a Gaussian distribution is used for the local error terms. The
methodology is based upon the idea that points close to each other (or the error in measuring
them/computing them) should influence each other more than ones further away. As a
by-product of Kriging, one also obtains information of the importance of different input
parameters on the output, as for example, shown by Gustafson and Waas [67]
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(a) Possible Z-fiber placement in ENF specimen. Notice the distinct points of Z-fiber (red color) and matrix
(gray color) crossing the crack path.
(b) (c)
(d) (e)
Figure 4.27 Z-fiber bridging areas as seen from the deformed specimens.
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Figure 4.28 The modified trapezoidal traction law.
Figure 4.29 Detail of Z-fiber Placement. The red bars represents a Z-fiber DCZM element while
black is a matrix DCZM element.
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Figure 4.30 Modeling results showing the effectiveness of the Z-fiber bridging zone against typical
models in the warp direction.
     
        
        
        
        
        
        
















Figure 4.31 Modeling results showing the effectiveness of the Z-fiber bridging zone against typical
models in the weft direction.
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Figure 4.32 Average element stiffness based on spacing for the new model vs. the smeared model.
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4.6 Conclusions
End Notch Flexure (ENF) tests for three types of Albany woven composite panels were
performed to examine mode II fracture response. The tests showed that the Albany 2
architecture did not allow for crack propagation, but rather failed by localized delamination.
This localized delamination is induced by the architecture design of the specimen because
the fiber tows are staggered through the thickness, preventing a clear path for a pre-existing
crack to follow.
The Albany 1 and Albany 7 panels produced similar load-deflection responses. Albany
7 provided the maximum fracture strength in static testing , although Albany 1 was com-
parable. It was determined from the digital images to track the cracks that the Albany 2
architecture would have localized delamination under the indenter tip instead of having a
crack propagate. The results also showed that for both Albany 1 and Albany 7 a bi-linear
relationship in the load-deflection response was observed. This relationship is induced by
the Z-fiber reinforcement, that continues to transfer load from the top section to the bottom
section after matrix cracking has initiated. It was also found that the elastic recovery was
very large from both specimens. After fracture, the samples would return to a nearly flat
shape. This was uncovered through results from cyclic testing that showed elastic recovery
and subsequent loading with a new but reduced stiffness, suggesting that unloading occurs
in the “secant” sense.
Numerical simulations were done to back out many of the parameters from the test. The
use of DCZM elements allowed for numerical simulations that would produce a crack in
the material. It was shown that both the critical strength and the critical energy release rate
have rate dependent properties.The results showed that there was a critical transition in the
panel response when inertia began to play a dominant role, lowering the maximum load
that can be achieved in the material. Overall, the material showed a dramatic increase in
the fracture resistance compared to an un-reinforced material. Additionally a new type of
DCZM element has been presented with experimental and computational validation.
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Chapter 5
Use of a Shock tube as a Blast Loading
Device.
The first shock tube was designed and built in 1861, [68]. It was first used to study explosion
problems in combustion. Later it was used more carefully to study the characterization
of shock waves. In modern research they are typically used as supersonic wind tunnels
in aerodynamic investigations. However, recently they have been turned into blast testing
facilities. These devices are relatively useful and versatile because they have multiple
functions, from shock impact, to projectile impact by acceleration caused by a shock wave,
to nozzle testing with focused shock waves. The devices are useful experimentally due to
the constant pressure that is produced that lasts for several milliseconds, allowing for very
controlled dynamic loading.
Shock loading of panels is a relatively new technique, with its first publication coming
in 2000. This article focused on isotropic material panels and had only strain gauges and
pressure transducers for measurement techniques [69]. Most of the analysis was based on
post test inspection for areas of damage [70], while others used post shock compression tests
to determine the residual properties [71, 72]. Displacement measurements were introduced
through the use of capacitive probes that were calibrated to the system, [73]
A new experimental method to obtain displacement data relies on a single high speed
camera that can take images of the specimen perpendicular to their loading direction, from
which the curvature of the simply supported beam is backed out. The accuracy of this
method is based on the resolution of the images, [74]. Although composite material panels
perform well at mitigating a blast, others have investigated the insertion of a soft material to
absorb the shock, [75].
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Figure 5.1 Schematic of the shock tube setup.
5.1 Experimental Method
Figure 5.1, shows a schematic of the experimental shock tube facility. The driver section is
loaded with high pressure, which is separated from the driven section by a diaphragm de-
signed to burst at a desired pressure. When the diaphragm ruptures, a shock wave is formed
which travels down the tube at a much faster rate than the pressure can equilibrate. When
the shock wave hits the specimen at the end, it is rapidly loaded with pressure causing it to
dynamically deform, with effects of both pressure and inertia. The equations to determine
the shock pressure and speed can be seen in appendix C. The shock tube in the University of
Michigan Composites Structures Lab (UMCSL) is equipped with pressure transducers, as
shown in figure 5.2 along with a complex viewing port system so that high speed cameras
can be used to take images to perform Digital Image Correlation (DIC) measurements.
The cameras are mounted to the viewing port housing so that there is no relative motion
between a transparent lexan protective plate and the imaging camera which can cause a
parallax error. The accuracy of the measurements will be related to the facet size in the
DIC software. The resolution of the measurement will be 4mm(0.16in.). Although the step
size is 0.238mm(0.0094in.) the size of the computation box will determine the resolution to









Figure 5.2 DIC setup and pressure transducer location.
5.2 Experimental Results
Tests were performed on 14 in.(6.35mm) thick flat composite panels designated as the 6%
Z-fiber reinforced T.E.A.M. panels as described in chapter 2. The 3% and 10% Z-fiber
reinforced and baseline panels (Chapter 2) were also examined. Additionally “Baseline”
panels were examined which contained a 0-90 in-plane woven architecture that would repre-
sent current manufacturing with no reinforcement. These were cut out in 5in.(127mm) by
5in.(127mm) squares to allow for adequate clamping room by the 6in.(152mm) clamping
ring with a 3in.(76mm) through hole that matches the diameter of the shock tube. The
tests were conducted using identical diaphragms so that the burst pressure, and hence the
pressure pulse on the specimen would be nearly identical. Two different burst pressures
were evaluated against the various architectures. A lower pressure test of 1600psi (15 layers
of mylar as the diaphragm) and a higher pressure test of 2250psi (19 layers of mylar as
the diaphragm). The resulting shock waves produced a maximum pressure of 1000psi and
1450psi respectively. These pressures were induced by steeply rising pulses, that changed
magnitude from 14psi to 1000 psi in 0.5 microseconds, in the “low” pressure case, and
from 14 psi to 1450 psi in 0.5 microseconds in the “high” pressure case, respectively. The
maximum out of plane deflection can be seen in table 5.1. A comparison of the maximum
out of plane deformation vs. time can be seen in figure 5.3.
The strain in the weft and warp directions were examined. Since the weft direction
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(a) 1000 psi shock pressure
      
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       



















(b) 1450 psi shock pressure
      
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       


















(c) Comparison of 6% Z-fiber and Baseline
Figure 5.3 Comparison of out-of-plane (Z) displacements.
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Table 5.1 Out of plane deformation (mm)
Burst Pressure 1600psi 2250psi





corresponds to the outer most layer of the panel, DIC results will determine the strains in
the fiber tows of the outer layer, while the warp direction strains correspond to the strain in
the matrix. Figure 5.4 shows a comparison of εwe f t and εmatrix versus time for the center
of the panel. The results show that the 6% Z-fiber panel has the lowest strain in the weft
fibers while the 3% Z-fiber panel has the lowest strain in the matrix. However this result
does not tell the entire story. Figure 5.5 shows a comparison of the different panels strain
fields at the point of maximum deflection. These results show in more detail the extent of
matrix strain and fiber strain. As can be seen with all of the architectures, the strain in the
fiber tows is relatively similar and localized at the center. The matrix strain indicates how
localized the damage is, and also the magnitude of the maximum strain. So, although the
3% panel shows a relatively small strain, there is a very wide spread area that has a strain
close to the maximum causing a relatively large area for possible matrix cracking. In the 6%
panel, the strain is very localized at the center and drops off dramatically with distance from
the center of the specimen. This would indicate that micro-cracking occurs on the outer
surface, however it is very localized. If we compare it to that of the 10% panel, the results
(distribution) are similar, however, the magnitudes are much larger, by almost 0.5% strain.
The results show that the 6% Z-fiber architecture panels outperformed all of the other
panels for these out of plane deflection tests with respect to panel stiffness. Since the
deflection indicates the stiffness of the panels, a measure of stiffness was used as a first
indicator to decide which panel to study further. The strains were a secondary parameter in
the panels because we wanted to determine the values at which the matrix would first crack.
Due to the variability that is introduced in the weaving and from the VARTM process,
the scatter in the data was relatively large for the six percent panels in comparison to the
baseline panels. Multiple tests were done on each panel at each pressure and the standard
deviation was was found to be larger on the six percent panels, as shown in figure 5.6. The
Baseline has a much smaller standard deviation in terms of deflection. The error was due to
the manufacturing defects from the VARTM process. Since the 6% Z-fiber panels did not
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Figure 5.4 Strain vs. time at the center of the panel for the four different architectures at 1000 psi
shock pressure.
wet out as well as the baseline, voids in the material will create a larger spread in the data.
5.3 Multi-hit Test
In order to better understand the mechanical response of the 6% Z-fiber reinforced archi-
tecture, a panel was subjected to multiple loadings, to observe the progressive damage that
occurs from the matrix cracking in tension. The panel was subjected to four shock waves in
succession that had the same shock pressure of 1000 psi. This test was done to understand
the progression of failure in the specimen. The panel was placed at the end of the shock
tube and clamped in place. The diaphragm was chosen to be fifteen sheets of mylar. After
the first shock loading, the specimen remained intact and clamped, only the diaphragm was
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(a) Weft Base (b) Matrix Base
(c) Weft 3 percent (d) Matrix 3 percent
(e) Weft 6 percent (f) Matrix 6 percent
(g) Weft 10 percent (h) Matrix 10 percent
Figure 5.5 Comparison of εwe f t and εmatrix at the point of maximum deflection.
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Figure 5.6 Center Deflection vs. Time showing the error bars for each of the specimens.
removed and then fifteen sheets of mylar were reinstalled to create a new diaphragm (the
specimen was not handled in any way, this was so that no new error was introduced into the
system). This same procedure was performed two more times to get a total of three repeat
hits on the same specimen, four impacts in total. Figure 5.7 shows the center point deflection
time history for each of the four tests. Each measurement was made on the deformed shaped
prior to the incoming shock wave. Therefore the first hit was done on virgin material, while
subsequent hit were performed on a deformed state. This deformed state is accounted for
with the residual center deflection. Therefore figure 5.7(c) shows the total deflection for the
panel. The strains in each subsequent tests are measured from a deformed configuration.
This causes the maximum strain to decrease although we see a spreading of the data over a
further area with each hit, since each specimen had some permanent or pre-strain from the
previous test.
As can be seen with each successive hit the maximum deflection decreases, but seems to
be converging on a single time history. With each successive hit on the specimen there was
more and more permanent deformation as can be seen in figure 5.7, when we look at the
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residual displacement at the center of the specimen. It should be noted that although the
residual on test four seems large there is some inherent error induced, since the calibration
had deteriorated, and a subsequent calibration was rerun to determine the time history for
the fourth test. The error increases inversely to the quality of the calibration. Since only
matrix micro-cracking was occurring it appeared that a threshold was reached where the
panel was saturated and no further deformation could occur in the specimen, this is why the
center point deflection curves seem to converge on a single history. As the matrix cracking
propagates further and further a permanent set occurs but the matrix only cracks in tension
in this case. Therefore when the all the matrix in tension has cracked and the fiber tows are
now carrying the load, we can not progress this damage any further. Since the tows are now
carrying the load there is no way to put further matrix into tension to cause failure, except
if we were to fail some of the fibers. Figure 5.8 shows the strain field at the maximum
displacement for each of the four hits. Although the maximum value of strain goes down,
this is expected since the maximum displacement goes down, the strain field becomes more
widespread on the specimen. With each successive hit the damage propagates even further
smearing the strain over more of the specimen.
5.4 Zoom on Micro-Cracking
To further show the localization and architecture dependence on the formations of the
micro-cracks another test was run in which only the center of the specimen was looked at
and zoomed in upon to provide higher resolution on the individual fiber tows and matrix.
The test was done using 19 sheets of mylar at a pressure of about 2200 psi. This was chosen
to ensure that matrix micro-cracking would occur on the 6% Z-fiber architecture. The center
point time history was identical to those performed in the un-zoomed configuration. Figure
5.9 shows the time history of the various tests and the close up version clearly follows the
same trend. However, more noise is picked up in the sample due to the micro-cracking that
occurs, therefore the data after the initial peak is not as smooth as the other samples at lower
magnification.
Examining the matrix strain it is clear that there are areas where the micro-cracking
occurs. Figure 5.10 shows what the strain in the outer layer of the matrix looks like. The
representative frame corresponds to the time at maximum deflection. At this point we can
see that there are many small bands that are formed, indicated by both the yellow and red
colors at strains above 3%. These bands are the locations where the matrix has cracked, they
are often large values because it creates a point wise discontinuity in the DIC algorithm,
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(a) Center Deflection vs. Time
    
       
       
       
       
       
       
       











(b) Residual center deflection after each test
      
       
       
       
       
       
       
       

















(c) Corrected Center Deflection Accounting for Resid-
ual
Figure 5.7 Center point deflection time history for 6% Z-fiber panel hit four times including the
residual displacement.
where a new speckle is introduced. If one overlays the architecture of the specimen onto
the DIC field (see figure 5.11), we can clearly see that the cracking (the localized bands of
red) occurs at a point in the architecture where the Z-fiber is inserted through the thickness.
This occurs because this is an area with little reinforcement and a pure matrix pocket. The
cracks are arrested because of the offset weaving pattern which causes them to appear in a
pattern and be stopped locally. Figure 5.12 shows the location where two Z-fibers are drawn
from the top layer to the bottom. The insertion caused the piece of matrix to fail locally,
additionally, the matrix had no fibers to hold it in place after failure or to prevent failure.
Figure 5.13 shows the location and depth of the matrix microcrack that occur on a specimen.
The fiber strain was also examined. Figure 5.14 shows the fiber tow strain field. Two
observations can be made here, the first is that the values are much lower than those observed
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(a) Weft 1st (b) Matrix 1st
(c) Weft 2nd (d) Matrix 2nd
(e) Weft 3rd (f) Matrix 3rd
(g) Weft 4th (h) Matrix 4th
Figure 5.8 Comparison of εwe f t and εmatrix at the point of maximum deflection for the multiple hit
tests.
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Figure 5.9 Center point deflection time history for four different 6% Z-fiber reinforced composite
panels.
Figure 5.10 DIC strain map showing the matrix strain. The bright red spots indicate locations of
matrix cracking.
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Figure 5.11 Overlay of the 6% Z-fiber architecture onto the DIC measurements to show the
locations of matrix cracking.
Figure 5.12 Microscope photo of matrix crack that occurred at the insertion of the Z-fibers. In this
photograph the matrix has completely cracked removed from the material, this is evident since the
top surface would normally be flat.
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Figure 5.13 Microscope photos of matrix crack that occurred at the insertion of the Z-fibers. Each
photo is shown at the centerline of the specimen, Showing the location where the cracks have formed.
Notice they are only present in the first layer.
in the matrix with fewer hot spots. The second is that the strain map doesn’t have any point
wise discontinuities as before. The map shows a much smoother strain profile. Many of the
strain concentrations coincide with points where the matrix cracking occurred, which will
overlap due to the insertion of a new point in the DIC algorithm. Overall the results show
that the majority of straining is sustained by the matrix, which causes the matrix to undergo
micro-cracking first.
5.5 Discussion
The 6% Z-fiber panels outperformed the other architectures for many reasons. First we will
examine the other architectures for a detailed comparison.
The baseline is the current production standard for most companies. It is a simple nine
layer 2D in-plane woven fabric. There is no through the thickness reinforcement, thus
providing no resistance to delamination. Thus the properties are good for bending response
until interlaminar shear values become too large, leading to delamination and a reduction in
bending stiffness.
The 3% Z-fiber panels do not have much reinforcement from the Z-fiber. Figure 5.15(a)
shows how the Z-fiber has very little tension on the rest of the tows and thus provides little
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Figure 5.14 DIC strain map showing the Fiber strain.
reinforcement and delamination resistance. Additionally if we look at figure 2.3(a), we can
see that some of the Z-fibers do not completely bind all the layers together, rather only the
top few layers. With only the top few layers resisting delamination there is no resistance to
delamination, offered by the lack of Z-fibers across the other layer interfaces.
The 10% Z-fiber panels provide copious amounts of reinforcement. Between every tow,
the Z-fiber is woven from top to bottom or vise versa. Initial inspection would seem to
indicate that this would possibly be the best solution, however with all the Z-fiber weaving,
many imperfections are introduced as shown in figure 5.15(c). This Z-fiber binding creates
a weak pocket between the tows at the top row as indicated in figure 5.15(c). In bending this
is the location of maximum strain, causing the matrix to be the weak point. The high speed
videos reveal that there are bands of cracking in the matrix that occur periodically, where
the Z-fiber has been inserted.
The 6% Z-fiber architecture provides a compromise between the 3% Z-fiber and 10% Z-
fiber, in that we have good binding between the layers, but there are not too many insertions
to create a weak plane. In fact due to the architecture, the Z-fibers actually bridge the weak
gaps that occur in the matrix as seen in figure 5.15(b). This bridging adds a small amount of
stiffness to prevent matrix cracking early on while the Z-fiber prevents delamination between
the layers. Overall this architecture provides considerable benefits over the Baseline 2D















(b) 6% Z-fiber architecture
(c) 10% Z-fiber architecture
Figure 5.15 Details of Z-fiber architectures.
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5.6 Modeling
Impact modeling of 3D woven composites has been attempted before with some success.
Most of the models focus on objects impacting the surface of a material and comparing the
strain gauge response with that of the finite element strain-time history. In these simulations
the material is assumed to be anisotropic with anisotropic plastic and failure properties,
representing a bulk material and not the individual constituents [30]. More complex models
using the individual components of the material representing the architecture have been
evaluated [31], however typically properties are “made up” and they are used only as proof
of concepts, never validated against experimental results. Additionally, analytical models of
the fluid shock interaction have been looked at showing that for relatively stiff panels the
interaction is small. However, for soft panels this interaction becomes important [50].
To better understand how the matrix micro-cracking occurred in the shock loaded panels
studied here, a detailed finite element model was created that would closely resemble the
microstructure, but was not so computationally complex that it would take a long time to
run. Therefore the panel was modeled using S3R, linear tetrahedral shell elements. The
shells were then restricted with a rigid plate with a hole in the center to more accurately
simulate the shock tube clamping plate. The plate was meshed using R3D3 and R3D4 rigid
elements. In order to better simulate the architecture of the plate, 11 different shells were
combined to represent the 6 layers of weft fibers and the 5 layers of warp fibers. Each of the
shells were then modeled as anisotropic elastic-plastic materials, the properties have been
homogenized for the entire layer. This was done to incorporate the fact that the modulus in
the fiber tow directions was much stronger than in the transverse direction, the later being
matrix dominated. This method is very similar to the unidirectional layups that would be
available as a user defined material in the ABAQUS commercial FE software, however these
only alow for linear elastic material properties, which does not permit for matrix plasticity.
The linear elastic constants were derived from the mechanical properties from the tension
tests in chapter three. For the 6% Z-fiber reinforced composite, the material properties used
are shown in table 5.2.
Table 5.2 6% Z-fiber composite modeling parameters
Ewarp 3.113±0.16 Msi
Ewe f t 3.56±0.21 Msi
ESC15 0.361 Msi
From these properties, the effective ply properties were backed out after making some
assumptions about the material. The 2 direction of any ply is modeled as a pure matrix,
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therefore, the transverse modulus is ESC15. E3 was assumed to be ESC15 and has very little
effect on the result of the model. The poisson’s ratio was unknown and was set at a value
of 0.3 for the simulation, but due to the bi-axiallity of loading has less than 1% error on
the results. The shear moduli were set to a value similar to that of the matrix with some
reinforcement from the Z-fiber. These values were calculated from a rule of mixtures, with
the volume fraction based on the volume fractions of fiber and matrix observed in chapter 2.
The properties used in the model are presented in table 5.3.












Matrix Micro-Cracking Strain 0.9%
The shear moduli can be compared to two experimental results; the first comparison
is based on the Albany 7 composites shown in the previous chapter. For these thicker
specimens the shear modulus was comparable to that of the 6% Z-fiber but a little on the
high side. Short beam shear tests performed at the University of Florida produced a shear
modulus of 152 ksi. The students conducting the test reported that their specimens were
filled with matrix voids and produced very low material properties compared to ARMY
testing which has been described earlier.
In order to implement the plasticity of the matrix the potential suboption of the plasticity
material model was implemented. This allowed setting the yield stress for the fibers to be
very large to account for the yield of the matrix independently of the fibers. Additionally
the rate dependent sub option was also used to implement the Cowper-Symonds model
developed in chapter 2 of this thesis. The plastic values were derived from the tables in
chapter 2 of this dissertation. The yield stress ratios needed in the plastic potential were
assumed to be the ratio of the moduli in the respective directions. In classical anisotropic
yield, the plasticity is modeled through yield stress ratios, since only one yield curve can be
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implemented. These ratios are seen as,
σ
y
i j = Ri jσo (5.1)
where σ yi j is the yield stress if the material is only pulled in that one direction, and σo is






































Where τo = σo√3 . However, since we do not know the actual yield in all directions the




















A schematic of what the model looks like can be seen in figure 5.16. This figure shows
the different layers that have been modeled and shows the individual material properties
orientations for each type of layer.
In order to incorporate the matrix micro-cracking, a user defined field to degrade the
matrix stiffness of the anisotropic material properties, after it has reached a critical value
was implemented. The VUSDFLD user subroutine works by using a tabular array for the
mechanical properties of the material. The subroutine calculates the strain in the material
and then compares it against a user defined failure limit. If this returns a value greater
than one, the modulus in that direction is set to a new value. Within the table are various
different combinations of moduli based on the field variables. In this case if the matrix
surpasses a critical stress the modulus is set to zero in the 2 direction of the model, and the
poisson’s ratios are also zeroed to eliminate numerical difficulties. The source code for the
VUSDFLD along with the values used for the different panels analyzed in this thesis are
given in appendix E.
In order to know the pressure that should be applied to the model, a separate test was
performed with a “rigid” plate mounted with pressure transducers to record the pressure that
was reached on the plate impacted surface, see figure 5.17. The plate is a 19mm(0.75in.)
thick steel plate. The pressure time history measured with this steel plate is assumed to
correspond to those experienced by the panel specimen. This assumption is valid if the
composite panel response time is significantly larger than the rise time of the shockwave
pressure pulse. The two tests (“rigid” panel and a comparatively soft pure epoxy panel com-
pared to the steel panel and the 3DWC panels) were done to experimentally determine the








Figure 5.16 6% Z-fiber model with anisotropic layers stacked with alternating directions to repre-
sent warp and weft fibers.
effect). This information is very important in the subsequent finite element modeling, since
one needs to know the input pressure time-history. Figure 5.18(a) shows the two reflected
shock pressure time histories (that have been shifted in time) corresponding to the rigid
plate and the epoxy panel as measured through pressure transducers situated very close to
the panel, see figure 5.17. The pressure time history of the reflected shock wave on the
tube transducer is shown in figure 5.18(b) along with the pressure measured on the rigid
plate surface. The results show that the pressure-time histories are very similar, even on the
deformable epoxy panel. One clear reason for this is the time scales involved in the problem.
The pressure pulse increase occurs over a time duration of 0.5 µs, while the panel deflection,
in response to this pressure pulse, occurs over a time duration of 250 µs. Clearly, these
time scales are very different. In summary, the pressure that is measured by the pressure
transducer can be used as the pressure pulse experienced by the panel specimen. It should
be noted that this does not account for interaction with the shock wave and other effects.
By knowing the pressure-time history on the panel, it is possible to compare its temporal
scale to the time history of the center deflection, which is shown in figure 5.18(c). Since the
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PlateTube
Figure 5.17 Pressure transducer locations on tube and the plate.
center deflection-time history shows a clear separation in scale, the center plate pressure
now appears very similar to a square wave. This result is important in simulations because
the shock pulse can be modeled as a square wave to determine what pressure level is needed
to cause certain strains and stresses in a given plate specimen. This calculated pressure can
then be related back to a needed burst pressure to produce the required pressure pulse.
5.6.1 Model Results
The model was run for the 6% Z-fiber reinforcement low pressure case in which a shock
pressure 1000 psi ( Mach # 3.2) was impacted on the plate. The deflection-time comparison
can be seen in figure 5.19. This model was used to calibrate the model and determine if
the selection of material properties was correct. The model shows a very good correlation.
Although the model predicts more elastic behavior, it correctly identifies each of the peaks
of the displacement responses and the characteristic oscillatory time is the same. The small
disagreement in plastic strains could be accounted for in the predicted yield stress ratios in
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(a) Tube pressure sensor time history
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(b) Tube vs plate pressure response
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(c) Plate pressure and center deflection
Figure 5.18 Pressure time histories and center deflection of shock tube test. Time has been shifted
to show relative data comparison.
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each of the constituents.
     
       
       
       
       













Figure 5.19 Layered anisotropic finite element simulation of 6% Z-fiber reinforced architecture
subjected to 1000 psi shock wave. The circle indicates the point of first failure in the model.
A detailed comparison of the strain field can be seen in figure 5.20. The model does a
very good job of predicting the strain values. The peaks in both the warp and weft direction
are clearly not as high, however, when the micro-cracking occurs it creates a false value of
strain as was seen in figures 5.10 and 5.14. This false value is due to the new surface that
was introduced by the DIC algorithm, therefore the peaks are not actual values as would
be seen in the finite element solution. If we look at the failed region in the FE model, we
can see that it correlates very well to the areas in the experimental plots where the highest
values were reported, the area where micro-cracking occurred.
Matrix micro-cracking was predicted on both outer surfaces as can be seen in figure
5.21. The plots of damage show that first and last surface had some damage occurring in
them. The results show that there is very little damage internal to the material. Additionally
there is very little damage on the surface impacted by the shock wave as seen in subfigure d.
There is only very localized cracking that occurs close to where the ring has clamped the
material.
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Additionally the energy contained in the system can be examined computationally. The
Total work done corresponds to the amount of energy put into the system. This work is
converted into different types of energy: Strain energy, energy stored in the material due
to linear elastic strains. Plastic Strain, energy dissipated to cause permanent deformation.
Kinetic energy, related to inertia of the plate. Viscus energy is related to the damping of
the system oscillating in two different pressure environments. Finally frictional energy,
associated with the plate trying to pull itself through the hole of the material. The strain
energy is the largest portion of energy that is converted in the system. Inertial energy plays
a large role early, however it is converted to strain energy and then dissipated in viscus
damping also. The viscus and frictional energies contribute to about 10% each of the energy
use. The plastic energy dissipation is very small 1% as can be seen in figure 5.22. One
of the energy dissipation mechanisms can not be captured properly, which is the energy
that is dissipated through the matrix micro-cracking. Since the model simply degrades the
modulus, and does not properly fail the element the energy associated with the damage is
not accounted for.
After the model had been calibrated it was then validated by predicting the response
of the same plate subjected to a higher pressure. The model was able to capture the main
details of the displacement-time history. The responses were very similar as seen in figure
5.23. The FE model initially over predicted the deflection, however the overall response
had a very good correlation. The model was within the experimental error described by the
error bars of the plot, however the numerically predicted response shows some secondary
oscillations that were not seen in the experimental results.
A comparison of the strain field at maximum time, as seen in figure 5.24, reveals trends
that were noticed in the initial comparison. The strains are under estimated, however the
damage area comprises the entire area where the strains are under estimated. The damaged
area covers the same region seen in the large band in the experimental matrix plot. The
strain contours additionally are very similar in shape. They seem to form as bands of
horizontal and vertical lines across the specimen, which is very similar to trends observed in
the computational results. The shapes are not circular but rather like bands that are similar to
those predicted in the experiment, but at a lower value. Thus, the layered anisotropic model
with anisotropic damage is seen to be able to predict the response of the panels adequately,
while capturing the most significant experimental results of matrix cracking.
The Damage in the material was again only predicted in the first and last layer of the
material as can be seen in figure 5.25. These results show a wider area of damage on the top
surface seen by the cameras. While the surface impacted by the shock wave shows localized
damage near the clamp ring where bending is dominant. The damaged area shown here
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(a) Weft Experiment (b) Matrix Experiment
(c) Weft Model (d) Matrix Model
(e) Matrix Failure Model (f) Size and Orientation
Figure 5.20 Comparison of εwe f t and εmatrix for a shock pressure of 1000 psi at the point of
maximum deflection from experimental and computational results from the layered anisotropic
model.
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(a) 1st Weft (b) 1st Warp
(c) 5th Warp (d) 6th Weft
Figure 5.21 Damage predicted in each layer for a shock pressure of 1000 psi at the point of
maximum deflection for the layered model.
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(b) % of Work
Figure 5.22 Energy associated with shock wave loading.
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Figure 5.23 Layered anisotropic finite element simulation of 6% Z-fiber reinforced architecture
subjected to 1450 psi shock wave.
corresponds very well to those seen in figure 5.13, where only the top and bottom layers are
predicting failure.
Figure 5.26 shows the energies associated with each of the different storage and dissipa-
tion mechanisms. Again the strain energy is the dominant mechanism, while the Viscus and
frictional play large roles. The Plastic energy has increased to 2.5%. This is due to the large
deformation and more permanent deformation that occurs.
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(a) Weft Experiment (b) Matrix Experiment
(c) Weft Model (d) Matrix Model
(e) Matrix Failure Model (f) Size and Orientation
Figure 5.24 Comparison of εwe f t and εmatrix for a shock pressure of 1450 psi at the point of
maximum deflection from experimental and computational results from the layered anisotropic
model.
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(a) 1st Weft (b) 1st Warp
(c) 5th Warp (d) 6th Weft
Figure 5.25 Damage predicted in each layer for a shock pressure of 1450 psi at the point of
maximum deflection for the layered model.
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(b) % of Work
Figure 5.26 Energy associated with shock wave loading.
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5.6.2 Fiber Matrix Model
A second model was created to attempt to capture the discrete nature of the matrix and
fiber tows seen experimentally. The second model used a similar method to model the 6%
Z-fiber 3DWC panels, however, each of the different layers was segmented up into separate
regions, consisting of tow regions with properties derived from the Concentric Cylinder
Model (CCM) model using a fiber tow volume fraction of 54%. The expression for the
CCM model are given in appendix B, and are also described in Pankow and Waas, 2009 [19].
The tow volume fraction was based on macroscopic Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM)
photographs and the derived properties are shown in table 5.4. The tows were modeled as
anisotropic, plastic, rate dependent solids. Other areas were modeled as matrix material
with properties determined from chapter 2 of this thesis (i.e. modeled as an isotropic, plastic
material with rate dependent material properties). Figure 5.27 shows a schematic of what
the model with its many different layers of fiber tows and matrix with orientations. The
model was meshed using S4R linear four node quadrilateral shell elements. Element failure
was accomplished using the same user subroutine discussed earlier. The same critical matrix
cracking strain value was used as in the previous model.














The center deflection time history can be seen in figure 5.28, which shows a good corre-
lation between the predicted and experimental data. The results show an overall agreement
on maximum load and the oscillatory behavior of the panel. However the model predicts
less permanent deformation than the experimental results. The smaller permanent strain is
again related to the assumption of the yield ratios that were calculated based on the moduli
ratios, as described earlier in section 5.6 of this thesis.
Figure 5.29 shows the calculated and experimental strain fields at the time of maximum







Figure 5.27 6% Z-fiber shock tube model with fiber tow bundles and matrix areas to represent the
material microstructure.
field has the same trend. What should be noticed in this plot however is that there are distinct
bands formed in the computational matrix strain fields. The yellow bands are formed in
the matrix areas of the model highlighting the fact that these areas are undergoing different
amounts of strain. The model shows a prediction of some small bands of matrix cracking that
occurs in the material. It lies in a similar area to those predicted by the DIC measurements.
This implies that a strong correlation exists between the two, except for the false strains
presented in the DIC data. The vertical and horizontal bands of constant strain in the DIC
are also present in the computational results.
The predicted damage areas are smaller and localized due to the distinct bands of mate-
rial that exist. These bands can be seen in figure 5.30, where damage is only predicted on the
top and bottom surfaces, with no internal damage predicted. The Small amount of damage
on the impacted surface seen in subfigure d, shows a concentration around the clamping ring
again. Comparing to figure 5.13, the model may over predict the matrix microcracking. The
results suggest that the first two layers may have cracking and the last layer has cracking.
The fiber matrix model will more accurately capture the localized plasticity of the matrix
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FE Fiber and Matrix
Figure 5.28 Finite element simulation of 6% Z-fiber reinforce architecture subjected to 1000 psi
shock wave. The circle indicates the point of first failure in the model.
material producing a larger dissipation of energy. The different energies can be seen in figure
5.31. The plasticity energy dissipation accounts for 5% of the energy in the system. This is
much larger than the anisotropic layer level model predicted. Again the energy dissipated
due to the matrix micro-cracking can not be captured accurately.
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(a) Weft Experiment (b) Matrix Experiment
(c) Weft Model (d) Matrix Model
(e) Matrix Failure (f) Size and Orientation
Figure 5.29 Comparison of εwe f t and εmatrix for a shock pressure of 1000 psi at the point of
maximum deflection from experimental and computational results from the fiber and matrix shell
model.
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(a) 1st Weft (b) 1st Warp
(c) 5th Warp (d) 6th Weft
Figure 5.30 Damage predicted in each layer for a shock pressure of 1000 psi at the point of
maximum deflection for the fiber and matrix shell model.
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(b) % of Work
Figure 5.31 Energy associated with shock wave loading.
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With a good understanding of the mechanical properties a second, simulation was run to
predict the response of the panel to a higher shock load of 1450psi. The maximum out of
plane displacement vs time history is shown in figure 5.32. The results show that a much
larger elastic response is suggested, however the maximum displacement and oscillatory
behavior shows a strong correlation. This model however does not show the secondary
oscillation that occurred in the first model. Rather it predicts more of an elastic response of
the material.
     
       
       
       
       
       













FE Fiber and Matrix
Figure 5.32 Finite element simulation of 6% Z-fiber reinforce architecture subjected to 1450 psi
shock wave.
When the strain field at maximum deflection is examined, there is a very good correlation
between the experimental data and the predicted values, as seen in figure 5.33. However, the
maximum values are not achieved again. The results show again that there are distinct bands
that form where the matrix has a higher strain value than the fibers and will cause failure in
the matrix at these locations. These bands appear in similar locations on the experimental
plots indicating the fact that we have a matrix failure and a localized strain due to that
matrix failure. The length of the strain band failure predicted by the model is similar to the
experimental results. The steep gradient in material properties (due to the discrete nature of
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the model) also suggests that the strain field of the DIC is being mis-represented. Overall,
the second model shows a strong correlation to the observed panel response, including
matrix micro-cracking. Additionally, the model is based on actual characteristics, since the
tows are modeled as discrete entities rather than the homogenized singe layer representation
of the previous model.
The damage predicted propagates through the first two layers as seen in figure 5.34.
Here the damage has progressed from the top layer down to the first layer of warp tows.
The impacted surface have some damage predicted on around the clamped ring that may
propagated through to the last warp layer. Overall there is very little internal damage in the
material, mostly external to the surface.
Figure 5.35 shows different energies associated with the model. Again most of the
energy is converted to linear elastic strain energy, however about 10% of the energy is
converted to plastic strain energy. This would correspond to a larger area being closer to
matrix micro-cracking. The plastic energy and the damping energy are comparable in terms
of magnitudes.
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(a) Weft Experiment (b) Matrix Experiment
(c) Weft Model (d) Matrix Model
(e) Matrix Failure (f) Size and Orientation
Figure 5.33 Comparison of εwe f t and εmatrix for a shock pressure of 1450 psi at the point of
maximum deflection from experimental and computational results from the fiber and matrix shell
model.
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(a) 1st Weft (b) 1st Warp
(c) 5th Warp (d) 6th Weft
Figure 5.34 Damage predicted in each layer for a shock pressure of 1450 psi at the point of
maximum deflection for the fiber and matrix shell model.
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(b) % of Work
Figure 5.35 Energy associated with shock wave loading.
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5.7 Conclusions
An experimental investigation into the shock loading response of 3DWC panels has been
carried out. A modified shock tube was used to determine the response of various different
architectures to shock loading. The 6% Z-fiber reinforced 3DWC offered the best perfor-
mance in both strength and resistance to micro-cracking. Further studies were done to show
the accumulation of damage and the formation of the micro-cracks. The presented results
clearly showed that this was the only type of damage that was occurring in the specimens.
Two finite element representations of the test configuration were developed to simulate
the response of the 6% Z-fiber 3DWC. In the first model, each layer of the 3DWC was
represented as a homogenized equivalent anisotropic plastic solid with an anisotropic failure
criterion to capture the failure of the matrix. Additionally , the anisotropy in the plastic
response was assumed to scale as the respective elastic moduli ratios in the different loading
planes. The second model segmented each layer up to have discrete fiber tow bundles and
areas of pure matrix, within each layer. Both models produced a very strong correlation
to experimental data. Both models were “calibrated” using results from a low pressure
differential shock (Mach # 3.2) After this, both models were seen to predict the response
of the 3DWC panels to a shock test that subjected the panels to a shock at Mach # 3.6. In
particular, both models were able to predict the onset of matrix cracking damage that was
clearly evident in the DIC strain field maps.
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Chapter 6
Split Hopkinson Pressure Bar
A large diameter split Hopkinson pressure bar (SHPB) was created for the sole purpose of
testing composite specimens due to the relatively large unit cell size of the 3DWC material.
Tests were performed in the three orthogonal principal material directions to determine the
effective through the thickness and in-plane compression response. Attention was confined
to the the 6% Z-fiber reinforced composites. Initial tests showed scatter in the data, due
to issues of specimen flatness from the the VARTM manufacturing process, which will be
discussed. After “flattening” specimens further tests were run to determine the in-plane and
out-of-plane mechanical response of this material. It was found that smaller specimen size
was needed to produce failure in the specimen. SHPB testing of 2D in-plane woven S-2
glass fiber with SC-15 matrix composites has been shown to have a rate dependency [76].
Additionally studies into off-axis layered composites have been reported in [77].
SHPB testing of 3DWC has also been done previously [39, 48], although in these studies
the authors simply assume equilibrium, but a constant strain rate is never achieved. Other
researchers have examined the tensile rate dependent properties of woven composites show-
ing and explaining the rate dependent behavior due to the reinforcement [49]. A modified
Hopkinson bar has been used to perform high strain rate punch shear tests [45], showing the
rate dependency of the 3DWC. In this chapter, results from SHPB testing of the 6% Z-fiber
reinforced 3DWC are presented. A novelty in these test are the real time in-situ deformation
fields that are captured at high rates with the DIC method.
6.1 SHPB Test Protocol
The SHPB test procedure has been developed and refined over several decades, starting
with the pioneering work by Kolsky [78]. Most routine SHPB tests are based on a 1D
wave propagation analysis in a solid as described in Appendix C. The results obtained from
such an analysis of the experimental data are used in this chapter to obtain the effective
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stress-strain curve of the material as obtained from strain gauge data. The results will also be
validated using DIC techniques to better understand the full field strain field and interpret the
inferred results since, traditionally, SHPB testing is reserved for homogeneous monolithic
materials. DIC measurements were taken on all of the samples during deformation to
determine the effective strain field of the samples. This aspect is very important since it
shows the “synthesis” of the strain signal that is recorded due to a highly complex stress
and strain field that is present in a non-homogeneous 3DWC sample. Figure 6.1 shows the
specimen as it would be situated between the two bars. It is necessary that the specimen
is perfectly flat between the two bars otherwise there will be a very poor transmission of
the stress waves, at the interface between the incident bar, the 3DWC specimen and the
transmission bar.
Figure 6.1 SHPB setup showing the placement of the specimen in the apparatus.
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6.2 DIC Data interpretation
The DIC data will be used to not only validate the measurements, but also for further
information on failure and strain non-uniformity. Preliminary tests showed that the average
strain in the sample strongly agreed with the strain measured from strain gauges in the bars.
When the two measurements are plotted as a function of time, the two results have a strong
agreement, however the results diverge at a certain point, see figure 6.2. The DIC results
show that the strain reaches a critical value, however the strain gauges continue to predict
strain. From the images we can determine that the inferred measurement often produces
more strain than measured in the specimen, therefore the DIC will be used to determine
where to truncate the measurement of the stress strain curve, derived from the strain gauges.
The reason for “more” strain production in the bars is due to the fact that this is an inferred
measurement. The calculation for strain is based on the integral of the reflected signal.
Therefore it does not know if failure has occurred or the maximum strain for the test has
occurred. Additionally, when the strain field in the specimen becomes highly localized due
to failure, the specimen will soften and continue to compress, however, strain relaxation
in other areas of the specimen leads to a net decrease in the DIC data. Additionally strain
relaxation cannot occur in the 1D wave analysis since a negative reflected signal would need
to occur. This means our compressive wave would have to turn into a tensile wave during
it’s propagation.
Due to the complex nature of the specimen architecture, the DIC was also used to
determine if the strain field was in equilibrium. It was observed from these tests that the
results were heavily dependent upon the surface flatness. In VARTM manufacturing, only
one surface is kept flat (see section 2.1.3) and the other is heavily dependent upon the
architecture and the vacuum conditions while curing the specimens. This non-flat undulated
surface produces very localized concentrations of strain. The surface waviness inhibits the
strain from transferring properly from the bars into the specimen causing localized failure in
the specimen.
Larger specimens exhibited a phenomenon where the transmitted strain gauge would
have a steeper slope than the incident strain gauge. Since 3DWC has a complex architecture
that is highly non-homogeneous, it is not surprising that the strains are not as uniform as
would be seen in a corresponding isotropic homogeneous specimen. The material is not
in equilibrium during the early phase of loading due to interactions of propagating stress
waves internal to the microstructure. Two stress waves in different constituents will interact
with one another and cause false strains in the material. The DIC data helps to make the
details of these observations clear, since the evaluation of the non-uniformity in the strain
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Figure 6.2 Strain gauge vs. DIC data comparison for a typical SHPB test.
field is captured. The DIC strain evolution maps will be presented later in section 6.3.
6.3 Experimental Results
Hopkinson bar testing was carried out in both in-plane orientations, warp and weft, with a
third direction being tested through-the-thickness. Each of the orientations were subjected
to four separate strain rates. Failure was observed in all of the orientations producing
stress-strain response until failure. The through-the-thickness test results will be examined
first.
6.3.1 SHPB Testing Through-the-Thickness
One of the more critical aspects of this study was the through-the-thickness response of the
3DWC material, since this is related to how the material will respond to distributed pressure
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pulse loading over a small surface area. Additionally the information about how the material
would fail either from shear banding or delamination was also of interest.
A comparison test was run on the hydraulically activated MTS machine to characterize
the through the thickness compressive response of the material. This test was performed
to determine a baseline response for the material to understand how it would behave under
different loading rates. The effective stress-strain curve will be used later on in many of the
comparisons. The test was run at a rate of 0.0004 in/sec on an identical specimen used in
the testing of 15.8mm(0.622in.) by 15.5mm(0.611in.) and 5.95mm(0.234in.) thick 3DWC
material (6% Z-fiber architecture produced by T.E.A.M.). The material failed through
individual fiber tow delamination and matrix failure in compression as can be seen in figure
6.3. It can be seen that the matrix and fiber tows have separated apart in all of the layers,
which can be characterized as delamination of the fiber tows. This is evident in figure 6.3
where the left hand side of the image shows how the fiber tow has separated from the block
of matrix.
Figure 6.3 Through the thickness compression specimen, post failure image of the side view.
Initial SHPB tests used a one inch square specimen (25.4mm square) which would
contain somewhere between 8-16 unit cells (repeat units) depending on where the specimen
was cut. It was found that these specimens would sustain a maximum stress of about 200-250
MPa, as seen in figure 6.4 and result in no failure, observed in both experimental data and
from visual observation of the specimens. The specimen would reach about 7% strain at the
maximum stress and then go through an unloading phase where the strain would relax to
near zero strain.
The overall response obtained by the Hopkinson bar shows similar trends. The initial
modulus is similar in both the static and dynamic rates, however the maximum load is
much less, which is dictated by the specimen size if one does not change anything in the
experimental setup.
By switching to a smaller specimen size one can achieve a much larger load for the
same stress pulse. The reduction in initial cross sectional area to 15.2mm(0.6in) square
will increase the stress by a factor of four. This will increase the stress from approximately
200 MPa to 250 MPa, to about 560 MPa to 700 MPa, which should produce failure in the
samples, based on the static response.
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Figure 6.4 Stress-Strain-Strain Rate plots for 1 inch specimens through the thickness.
     
       
       
       
       
       
















     
       
       
       
       
       















Figure 6.5 Stress-Strain-Strain Rate plot comparison for the two different specimen sizes. The
solid lines represent the large specimens, while the dashed lines represent the small specimens.
Figure 6.5 shows a comparison of difference in specimen size affecting the results of
the Hopkinson bar testing. The solid lines refer to the large specimens and the dashed line
refers to the smaller specimens. Not only do the smaller specimens produce much larger
stress, but specimen failure is easily achieved. The smaller specimens also had a better force
equilibrium balance as compared to the larger specimens. This is attributed to less wave
interaction in the smaller samples.
The smaller specimens contain about 4-8 unit cells, however the increase in stress in
the material produces failure. The effective through the thickness stress-strain curve can be
seen in figure 6.6. The plot shows the material response subjected to four different constant
strain rates of 750, 1000, 1500, 1750 strain per second, which were all achieved through
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Figure 6.6 Stress-Strain-Strain Rate plots for small specimens tested through the thickness.
different methods of pulse shaping. The stress-strain response had nearly identical results.
The data does not suggest any form of rate dependent behavior in the material at these rates.
All of the specimens had a maximum stress of about 600 MPa and a maximum strain of
about 7.5%. The small amount of variation seen is within the experimental error of the
system. However, it is noted that there is an increase in load from the static compression test
values. This increase is from 500 MPa and 6.5% strain to 600MPa and 7.5% strain. This
increase is attribute to the rate dependent properties of the material. The results show that
the rate dependent behavior at lower rates is not captured in the SHPB tests. The observed
rate dependent behavior is attributed to the rate dependency of the matrix material.
Figure 6.7 shows the rate dependent behavior of the pure SC-15 matrix material. The
plot shows the increase in yield stress as a function of rate. Note that σo is a reference
(static) yield stress, while σ is the current yield stress corresponding to the strain rate being
considered. Beyond about 3000 per sec. it is see that R approaches a fairly constant value
suggesting that for strain rates larger than this the matrix would be insensitive to strain rate.
Thus, when 3DWC are examined using the SHPB, rate dependency can be expected as strain
rates corresponding to matrix strain rates of 0-3000 per sec.
The failure of 3DWC material was seen through a shear band forming in the specimen.
Figure 6.8 shows the full field strain data as a function of time. In the later DIC images the
formation of a dark blue band of highest strain forms, which can clearly seen in subfigure o,
indicating the failure path, in this case a shear band failure. The band corresponds to the
shear plane that is formed in the specimen. In the subsequent images one can see the shear
band consolidate.
The surface oriented at ninety degrees to the shear band shows a different phenomenon.
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Figure 6.7 ε̇ vs. R : Strain Rate Dependency of SC-15 Where R= σ
σ0
Figure 6.9 shows this opposite face as the specimen deforms. This surface again does not
show a constant strain, but rather we can see distinct bands where the matrix and fibers exist
in the different layers. Since the shear band occurs in the plane ninety degrees to this face,
failure on this specimen will look like a separation of layers which can clearly be seen in
sub-image k. The right most layer has separated, this is where the shear band is exiting the
sample.
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(a) 0µs (b) 7.6µs (c) 15.2µs (d) 22.8µs (e) 30.4µs (f) 38µs (g) 45.6µs (h) 53.2µs
(i) 60.8µs (j) 68.4µs (k) 76µs (l) 83.6µs (m) 91.2µs (n) 98.8µs (o) 106µs (p) 114µs
(q) Loading Diagram
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(r) Stress Strain plot with photo events
Figure 6.8 εx DIC time history for through the thickness hopkinson bar testing.
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This shear failure follows closely the architecture of the material, as can be seen in
figures 6.10 and 6.11. This photograph of a specimen after SHPB testing clearly shows some
of the different constituents in the architecture. The shear band that formed followed many
of the different warp and weft fibers in the material. Often the individual tows will remain
intact except where they have sheared across and the matrix will be turned into “powder”
from the impact due to coalescence of matrix microcracks. Fiber tow bundles near the edges
of the material will often fail earlier by shearing out before ultimate failure of the specimen.
This type of shear banding failure leads to a loss of load carrying capacity.
The compression response of the 6% Z-fiber reinforced material offers insight into the
rate dependent behavior of the 3DWC material and shows a transition in failure mode with
and increase in loading rate. As the material is stressed at higher rates it does not fail by
delamination as noticed in the static test, but rather through a shear band formation. This
transition in failure mode is important to note. The transition is likely due to the transition of
the matrix material from a low yield stress solid to a fairly brittle elevated yield stress solid.
Therefore, it is clear that this change in the behavior of the matrix material is responsible
for inducing a transition in the failure mode from delamination at low loading rates to
shear banding at elevated rates. This transition is important in understanding how to design
structures made of 3DWC materials.
6.3.2 In-plane loading
The in-plane compression response of the material was investigated to determine the effect of
strain rate on the in-plane compression strength. Preliminary tests were performed statically
to determine a baseline for the material. The test was run at a rate of 0.0004 in/sec using an
identical specimen to that used in the SHPB tests, that will follow. The specimens measured
12.7mm(0.500in.) by 12.7mm(0.500in.) and 6.60mm(0.260in.) thick. The results show
that the weft has a higher initial modulus while the warp is able to sustain a higher failure
load. These results are consistent with tensile tests discussed in chapter 3. The material
failed by delamination between the layers in the center with kink band formation on the
outside of the material, occurring in both the warp and weft directions, as seen in figure 6.13.
The stress-strain curves for each of these orientations can be seen in figure 6.12. The strain
to failure is about 1%.
Initial tests were performed using the same two specimen sizes in the through the thick-
ness response. The experimental setup is not ideal for these specimens due to their thin
thickness. There is very little area to transmit stress so the concentration is very high. If
the strain gauge data from a representative test, as seen in figure 6.14 is examined, the
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(a) 0µs (b) 8µs (c) 15µs (d) 23µs (e) 30µs (f) 38µs
(g) 46µs (h) 53µs (i) 61µs (j) 69µs (k) 76µs
(l) Loading Diagram
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(m) σ vs. ε
Figure 6.9 εx DIC time history through-the-thickness of the specimen.
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Figure 6.10 Failed 6% Z-fiber specimen after in-plane compression test.
transmitted bar sees nearly no strain and since there is a very small signal amplitude it will
be difficult to get reliable data from the gauges. Thus, a smaller diameter bar, or thicker
specimen must be used.
The initial experimental tests on the larger bar showed clear failure in the specimens.
The impacted end begins to delaminate and form two distinct fronds where the material will
separate out. Figure 6.15 shows how the material separates out to release the energy due to
failure. The material separates around the midplane and this separation (crack) persists until
the crack runs into a Z-fiber where it will take more energy, from a secondary hit (in the
SHPB, multiple impacts can occur), to cause further delamination.
The DIC data obtained from these experiments shows that there is a maximum of about
2% strain. These preliminary tests of longer specimens showed that the specimen would
undergo a small relatively uniform strain until the impacted end of the material began to fail.
Once the material fails locally at one end, the strain in the specimen relaxes to nearly zero
while the end of the specimen fails catastrophically, this can be seen in figure 6.16. These
results led us to investigate the response of these specimens using a smaller diameter SHPB.
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Figure 6.11 Failed 6% Z-fiber specimen after in-plane compression test emphasizing the fiber
shear failure.
Smaller bars produce less concentration in the specimen, and the transmitted signal will be
much larger due to the cross-section area of the specimen relative to the cross-section area
of the bars.
For the smaller diameter, 12.7mm(0.5in.), bar SHPB testing, specimens were cut into
squares of dimensions 12.7mm(0.50in.) by 12.7mm(0.50in.) and 6.60mm(0.260in.). The
specimens were kept as large as possible to ensure that there were roughly 4 RUC’s
present in each of the specimens. The dimensions of the specimen were matched to the
12.7mm(0.50in.) incident and transmitted bars. The test procedure was identical to the tests
performed on the larger diameter SHPB.
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Figure 6.12 Static compression test results for 6% Z-fiber reinforced composite material.
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(a) Warp (b) Weft
Figure 6.13 Failed in-plane specimens for the warp and weft directions. The “brooming” failure is
clearly observed with kink band formation in the tows.
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Figure 6.14 Strain gauge vs. time data for a typical in-plane SHPB compression test.
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Figure 6.15 Failed 6% Z-fiber specimen after in-plane compression test.
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(a) 0µs (b) 10µs (c) 20µs
(d) 30µs (e) 40µs (f) 50µs
(g) 60µs (h) 70µs (i) 80µs
(j) 90µs (k) 100µs (l) 110µs
(m) 120µs (n) 130µs (o) 140µs
(p) 150µs (q) Loading Diagram
Figure 6.16 εx DIC time history for in-plane Hopkinson bar testing.
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The warp direction was tested first, and four separate strain rates were attempted. How-
ever an interesting phenomenon occurred. In all of the in-plane tests, the strain rate would
reach a peak at about 0.5% strain and then begin decreasing. Looking at the strain gauge
signals from the bars, the reason for this result is present. The incident wave is essentially a
square wave while the transmitted wave is similar to a linearly increasing wave. Initially, the
separation between the two gauges is large causing a high strain rate, but as the transmitted
value approaches the square wave value it causes the strain rate to decrease. Experimentally,
this is due to the fact that we don’t have a “clean” propagation of the strain waves through
the highly non-homogeneous specimen. The waves enter the specimen cleanly, but due to
the complex microstructure of the 3DWC, the waves inherently interact with one another
and the different constituents present. This result is consistent with every test run in the
in-plane geometry. Normally, this would indicate that the testing method does not work
properly, however since the result is consistent and correlates strongly with the DIC data,
it suggests that the results are accurate. The difficult part is determining what strain rate
the response actually occurs at. Perhaps the strain rate can be taken as the average over the
duration of the test, since we are taking the effective properties of the specimen, and the
strain rate never reaches a constant value.
The warp direction results can be seen in figure 6.17, which clearly shows the decrease
in strain rate as the specimen deforms further. The figure also contains a static compression
test for comparison. The SHPB experimental responses clearly follow the same material
modulus as the static test case. Additionally, the strength of the material increases with rate.
The static test showed failure in the material at 275 MPa, while the SHPB testing revealed a
maximum stress of 375-450MPa. There is clearly a strain rate dependence of the material
with increase in strength as a function of strain rate. Additionally, as the strain rate increases,
the samples were able to undergo larger strains before failure. Since the material had the
same modulus this result is expected.
The DIC time history is shown in figure 6.18. The plots show that the material does
not experience a uniform strain. The strain has some consistency, in that the general trend
indicates that the specimen seems to be deforming consistently, although there are localized
concentrations. The onset of failure shows that one end of the specimen will fail, releasing
the energy due to the built up strain. The data in figure 6.18 shows that the right end has
failed, while the left end returns to near zero strain.
The failure seen in the DIC data was delamination of the individual tows. There were no
kink bands formed. This result is consistent with the longer specimens initially tested. In
the static test, the specimen failed through delamination and kink band formation. There is a
clear transition in failure mode from kink banding at slow rates to delamination at higher
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Figure 6.17 Stress-Strain-Strain Rate plots for small specimens subjected to compression in the
Warp direction.
rates. Figure 6.19 shows a comparison of the two failed specimens, it is evident that there
are different failure mechanisms corresponding to the different loading rates. This transition
could lead to the higher load, since the kink band may be a lower energy failure mode. It is
also interesting to note that the result for in-plane response is reversed from that observed in
the through-the-thickness case. In that case, delamination occurred at low rates and shear
banding at elevated rates. Since the matrix is common to both types of testing, this suggests
that the 3DWC architecture with respect to load direction also plays a role in influencing the
failure modes.
The warp direction shows some clear strain rate dependency, in both the maximum
stress, but also in the failure mode. The kink bands associated with the static test disappear
and we only see delamination occurring in the specimens.
The weft direction had very similar results and trends. Figure 6.20 shows the correlations
obtained experimentally. These results show that there seems to be a rate dependency in
the material once again. There is not as much dependency in the maximum strain, but
rather in the load achieved. The result also shows a static compression test for comparison,
which again shows a strong correlation to the experimental to the modulus. The material
has similar trends however the failure strength has increased from 250MPa to 500MPa and
the strain has increase from 1% to 2%. This result is very similar to the results seen in the
warp direction, however, the strength has doubled. This is a dramatic increase due to the
rate dependency of the material.
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(a) 0µs (b) 7µs (c) 14µs (d) 21µs
(e) 29µs (f) 36µs (g) 43µs (h) 50µs
(i) 57µs (j) 64µs (k) 79µs (l) 93µs
(m) 107µs (n) 121µs (o) 129µs (p) Loading Diagram
   
       
       
       
       








(q) σ vs. ε
Figure 6.18 εx DIC time history in the warp direction.
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(a) Static (b) Dynamic
Figure 6.19 Failed in-plane specimens for the warp direction. The failure from kink band formation
and delamination to delamination only at higher rates of loading.
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Figure 6.20 Stress-Strain-Strain Rate plots for small specimens subjected to compression in the
Weft direction.
The DIC time history is shown in figure 6.21. The specimen is observed to not be in
equilibrium, however there is less deviation in the warp and weft directions compared to the
through the thickness direction. It appears to be closer to strain equilibrium in these two
orientations than the through the thickness orientation. There are some strain concentrations
near the end, and this is the location of failure in the specimen. Failure relieves the strain
energy of the specimen, relaxing much of the strain in the un-failed region except near the
actual failure site, where permanent deformation has occurred.
The observed failure modes and mechanisms were identical to the warp direction in
the weft specimens. Delaminations occurred in the material causing the different tows to
separate from the matrix. Figure 6.22 shows a comparison of the static and higher rate
failure modes. The transition from kink band to delamination observed in the warp direction
is also noticed in the weft direction. All of the SHPB testing revealed a transition in failure
as the specimen moved from static failure as a function of loading rate.
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(a) 0µs (b) 7µs (c) 14µs (d) 21µs
(e) 29µs (f) 36µs (g) 43µs (h) 50µs
(i) 57µs (j) 64µs (k) 79µs (l) 93µs
(m) 107µs (n) 121µs (o) 129µs (p) Loading Diagram
   
       
       
       
       








(q) σ vs. ε
Figure 6.21 εx DIC time history in the weft direction.
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(a) Static (b) Elevated rate
Figure 6.22 Failed in-plane specimens in the weft direction. The failure from kink band formation
to delamination at higher rates of loading.
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6.4 Conclusion
The SHPB provided a means for evaluating the rate dependence of the through the thickness
and in-plane compression response of the 6% Z-fiber woven composite. Through the thick-
ness testing revealed information about the rate dependent parameters and a transition in
failure mode at higher rates. Architecture dependent strains were noticed in the DIC results,
showing distinct bands where tows and matrix existed in different strain states.
The in-plane testing revealed similar trends to the through the thickness, however a large
difference in measured values was observed. The strength of the material nearly doubled in
the in-plane compression testing when compared to static results. The material had a clear
transition in failure mode from kink band formation at low rates to delamination at much
higher rates. The in-plane compression response showed the largest rate dependent prop-
erties in all of the testing. The non-constant decreasing strain rate is unique to the 3DWC
as well, due to the complex architecture and interaction of waves between constituents.
Further, the failure mode transition from delamination to shear banding observed in the
through-the-thickness testing was reverse for the war and weft in-plane responses.
The experimental results presented in this chapter are modeled using the finite element
method in the next chapter.
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Chapter 7
Finite Element Based Representative
Unit Cell (RUC) Modeling.
3DWC’s have a nearly periodic architecture as was described in chapter 2. Simplified
analytical models can be used to predict bulk properties of a 3DWC representative unit cell
(RUC). These models, however, because of their homogenized nature, are not suitable for
modeling failure mechanisms (such as kink band formation in compression [34, 79, 36] , or
localized stress concentrations that occur from fiber tow undulations). Analytical models
for braided composites including manufacturing induced imperfections were developed
by Pankow and Waas [19], however this development did not include failure mechanisms.
Therefore, finite element based models are needed to correctly model the more complicated
features of failure and to properly capture material nonlinear response.
This chapter will focus on the establishment of detailed finite element models to repre-
sent the complex architecture of 3DWC and then use different tests to validate the models
that are developed. Complete failure of the specimens will be modeled for the SHPB test
configurations that were reported in chapter 6.
7.1 Previous Related Work
Much of the past work on textile composites has been limited to studying in-plane mechani-
cal properties of layered textile laminates. An extension of classical laminated plate theory
has been accomplished in [80] with a derivation to 3DWC being reported in [19]. Since the
Z-fiber is the hardest constituent to model, some have tried a simplified approach to model
the sinusoidal Z-fiber tow, however the method relies on a newly derived special element
[81] and a solution strategy similar to that of the finite element method has been used.
Many of the weaving companies use their own in-house codes to predict the initial in-plane
mechanical properties, with some able to predict failure of the material [3]. However all
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of these models cannot capture architecture dependent failure such fiber tow crimping or
matrix pockets, and are only capable of predicting in-plane properties.
In order to capture true material behavior, finite element codes have been developed to
more accurately represent the architecture and model non-linear material response with a
view to capturing some of the failure mechanisms. A detailed model incorporating consoli-
dation of the various layers has been incorporated into RUC modeling of textile composites
producing good experimental correlations [36, 37]. Many different models have been pro-
posed based on the geometry of a representative unit cell [8, 22, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 33].
However each of these models tends to simplify the geometry or neglect certain aspects
of the material. Often the Z-fiber is turned into a rectangular element, often seen as the
block approach, to fit into a grid of warp and weft fibers [82, 25], neglecting the crimp and
actual path followed by the Z-fiber. Other types of models break the individual elements into
representative sub-cells showing the type of fibers that occurs in each [27], however each
subcell must be calibrated and are approximate for the geometry and also mesh dependent.
Periodic RUC’s have been investigated for stitched material [83], however this model does
not account for damage due to stitching, and has many problems producing a correct shear
response of the material.
In many of these models, the simulations use simple block geometry, where the architec-
ture is modeled to have smooth continuous curves that can be represented by splines. Such
models cannot capture fiber tow undulations and other byproducts of the actual weaving
process, even though an approximation to the geometry can yield reasonable accuracy for
stiffness prediction. Therefore, new, more accurate models must be implemented to better
predict the actual mechanical properties, specifically with a focus on strength prediction. The
proposed models are extensions of references [79, 36], where the true measured geometry is
used. These references have shown good correlations with 2D in-plane woven systems for
determining stiffness and strength properties, and also in describing progressive damage.
Extensions of these studies are the logical starting point.
7.2 Proposed models.
A finite element (FE) model was developed to understand how the fiber tows carry the load
for different woven architectures. Specimens were polished and then observed under an
optical microscope to extract microstructural geometric details. The images were analyzed
to determine the average dimensions of each of the fiber tows, the separation between
tows, and any other dimension required to accurately recreate the RUC for the architecture.
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These dimensions were then turned into three dimensional models in SolidWorks 2009. The
dimensions can be seen in table 7.1, where the Z-fiber consisted of a spline fit that would
wind around the architecture, holding a constant cross section of 0.104mm2 (1.61x10−4in.2).
The SolidWorks model was then imported into ABAQUS version 6.8. Appendix E contains
the details of how to convert a model from SolidWorks to ABAQUS. The ABAQUS finite
element (FE) model is comprised of quadratic tetrahedral elements. The mesh size chosen
is dependent on geometry and computation size. There is ultimately a trade off that needs to
be effected. The finer the mesh size is, the more computation time is needed. A “relatively”
coarse but “converged” mesh is used in the present study because of the end goal of dynamic
simulations in order to reduce computational time. The RUC model used consists of 70,000
elements.
Table 7.1 Sample Geometry of RUC and constituents
Width Length Thickness Distance between Fibers
(mm) (in.) (mm) (in.) (mm) (in.) (mm) (in.)
RUC 6.80 .2676 8.03 0.3162 7.29 .2872
Warp 2.71 0.1065 8.03 0.3162 0.63 0.0248 0.69 0.0273
Weft 3.11 0.1225 6.80 0.2676 0.60 0.0235 0.90 0.0356
Figure 7.1 Representative Geometry of 3D woven RUC geometry.
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7.2.1 Tow Interactions
Two methods for characterizing the tow interaction have been investigated to determine how
to properly model the complex woven architecture. Idealizing the architecture requires some
assumptions to be made since in reality the fiber tows can touch each other and interact
with each other through “point” or “area” contact. This is often a fact that is overlooked in
much of the modeling. Historically most methods simply have adjacent tows joined together
and the mismatch in material properties prevents transfer of much of the load, however
the shared nodes produce localized stress concentrations. In order to avoid this, we first
attempted to model this architecture and actually model the contact between the two tows.
This method works very well for simple geometries, in-plane weaves or RUC’s that have
very few tows. However, for the 3D woven samples there exists in excess of 50 such contact
pairs. Due to the internal convergence criterion of contact pairs in ABAQUS, this produced
many issues in the solution process that would allow for reasonable computational times.
The solver must take smaller and smaller initial step sizes with each added contact pair.
Additionally the matrix will not be properly bonded to the fiber, since the contact pair will
not allow for tension between the two.
Due to these limitations another method was chosen, which inserts a small amount of
matrix material between the tows. This softer material does not provide the direct load
sharing as seen with shared nodes, but also simulates the effects of contact due to the very
thin layer of elements inserted. It was decided that a thin matrix layer of about 5% of the
height of a tow cross-section would be added between the tows to allow for separate tow
interaction. It was found that this small amount of material had little impact on the results.
On a microscopic scale, after the impregnation of the fibers with the matrix, there is in
reality a small layer of matrix that is found between each of the fiber tows. The existence of
this small layer of matrix has been shown in optical micrographs [84].
7.2.2 Material Orientations
In order to properly model the material, the correct orientation of all of the elements needed
to be provided in the input file. In ABAQUS this is accomplished through the use of the
*DISTRIBUTION command. The command allow users to input their own material orienta-
tions for individual elements. A Matlab code was written to take elements that belong to
an individual fiber tow and find their orientation in a 3D space, then output this orientation
to the correct format needed for the ABAQUS input file. The results of this method can be
seen in figure 7.2
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Figure 7.2 Plot of the material orientation for each of the elements of a single Z-fiber tow in the
RUC model.
7.2.3 Material Models
The epoxy material was modeled using J2 flow theory of plasticity [85]; the strains were
assumed to be small, a von Mises yield criterion was used and isotropic hardening plastic
behavior was also assumed. The material properties were determined through SHPB tests
to determine the rate dependent properties. For materials which have a rate independent
modulus (this means that the modulus is constant, while only the yield ratio changes with
rate), the Cowper-Symonds overstress power law is used. It has the form:
ε̇
pl = D(R−1)n, (7.1)
where D and n are material constants and R is the yield stress ratio, σ
σ0
. Since the
rate dependence of the epoxy is an unknown, an initial attempt was made using the rate
dependent properties of a similar polymer material. Split Hopkinson pressure bar test results
for the rate dependence of the SC-15 matrix was used as a guide for an “initial guess”. The
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assumed rate dependence for SC-15 is plotted in figure 7.3, where the circles represent the
experimental data.
     
       
       
       
       
       










Figure 7.3 ε̇ vs. σ
σ0
for SC-15 Matrix






Each fiber tow is modeled as a transversely isotropic tow using the concentric cylin-
der model (CCM). The details of the CCM are given in appendix B. The respective tow
fiber volume fraction is used to calculate the material properties of each tow in the warp
and weft directions. The fiber volume fraction is measured through the use of Scanning
Electron Microscope (SEM) photos. This method was performed as can be seen in figure
7.5 revealing a volume fraction of 57.6%± 8% for the weft and 54%± 4% for the warp.
There is a large standard deviation compared to other materials studied [36]. Figure 7.4
shows a macroscopic view of the entire fiber tow, where we can clearly see that there is no
uniformity in the packing within the fiber tow. There are areas which have no fiber in them
at all while other areas seem to be uniformly spaced. These results provide a wide range for
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mechanical properties that can be predicted, producing one source of error in modeling.
Table 7.3 6% Z-fiber modeling parameters
Warp Weft
E11 9077 9658 ksi
E22 882 953 ksi




G12 421 463 ksi
G13 370 406 ksi
G23 370 406 ksi
Figure 7.4 Fibers that make up a tow as seen from multiple microscope photos that are stitched
together.
The periodic boundary conditions that are required for RUC modeling have been dis-
cussed in detail [86], however it was found that it would only change the mechanical
properties by about 1%, if instead, “free” boundary conditions or “symmetry” boundary
conditions are used, as has been discussed before for braided composites by Song [36].
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Figure 7.5 Individual fibers in a tow taken from the SEM.
7.3 Computational Results
7.3.1 Static Loading
In order to determine the accuracy of the computational model, simple static tests were
performed as baselines to determine if they could accurately represent the mechanical
properties obtained from tension and compression tests. In order to compare the mechanical
properties, a way to measure the modulus of the RUC had to be determined. In order to
calculate the linear elastic properties, a very small displacement was imposed. The resulting
nodal forces on the surfaces were then computed. With these results we can calculate the
modulus. The macroscopic nominal stress σ on a loading face, in the direction of loading is
calculated from the sum of the nodal forces, divided by the cross sectional area of that face.








where n is the number of nodes on the face and A is the cross sectional area of the face.





where δ is the imposed displacement and L is the length of the side parallel to the














The simple tension test was used to validate the mechanical properties of the model by
loading the RUC in both the warp and weft directions. Figure 7.6 shows the stress contour
plot from a tension test in the warp fiber direction, while table 7.4 compares the experimen-
tally obtained results. The model has a relatively good agreement, it predicts good overall
trends. Since we are using it to compare against the SHPB data we are more concerned
about the general trends that occur and seeing if we can capture the trends observed in the
test.
Table 7.4 Tension Test
Msi Msi %
Weft 3.560±0.206 3.48 -2.25
Warp 3.113±0.16 3.29 5.92
7.3.2 SHPB Simulations
Additional parts were added to the RUC model to recreate the SHPB test. The incident
and striker bars were modeled as elastic bars. The properties of the bars are given in table
7.5. The bars were modeled using identical elements as the ones used in the RUC. The bars
were set at some arbitrary length to allow for proper strain wave propagation. A sketch of
the model with inputs are shown in figure 7.7. The incident strain gauge signal from the
experimental test was used as an input to the model as shown in figure 7.7. The incident
and transmitted bars were constrained from moving in the lateral directions to simulate the
bearings that exist in the actual experimental setup.
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Figure 7.6 6% Z-fiber RUC warp tension test.
Table 7.5 Physical Properties of Incident and Transmitted Bars
Material 440C Stainless Steel
Density 7620 Kgm3
Young’s Modulus 220 GPa
Ultimate Tensile Strength 1965 MPa
Brinell Hardness 580
A convergence study was run on the incident and transmitted bars, since the mesh of
the RUC is relatively fixed. Both linear and quadratic elements were investigated, with the
maximum strain in the transmitted bar being used as the comparison value. The results can
be seen in figure 7.8, which shows that both the linear and quadratic element provide similar
values for the strains. The quadratic elements were able to predict accurate results with very
few elements, therefore they were chosen as the bar elements for the remaining simulations.
The strains in elements for the incident and transmitted bars were tracked and compared
to the strain gauge signals from the tests. Figure 7.9 shows both the experimental and
computational strain gauge results. The computational results show two issues. 1) the length
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Figure 7.7 Model of the SHPB FE simulation
of the simulated incident bar is not sufficient due to wave interaction at around 80µs, 2)
due to the large deformation of quadratic elements in the matrix material of the RUC, the
simulation terminates before the transmitted bar can experience a full signal. This problem
will be discussed further later. Overall the agrement is very good for the experimental and
computational model.
Using the simulated strain gauge signals and the 1-D Hopkinson bar wave theory
assumptions and the simplification that the reflected wave is:
εR(t) = εT (t)− εI(t) (7.6)
















Thus, the strain gauge signals are fed into the analysis and the results determine the
effective properties in a similar manner to the experimental results.
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Figure 7.8 Convergence of elements with respect to meshing of the incident and transmitted bars.
Matrix Failure and Element Deletion
In addition to modeling the matrix as an elastic-plastic J2 flow theory solid, element deletion
was added. In order to properly implement this option, the material is assumed to have a
failure model with element degradation built into it. The failure model was accomplished
through the *DAMAGE INITIATION option in ABAQUS, where a ductile criterion was
used. Additionally the *DAMAGE EVOLUTION was enabled to model element degrada-
tion through a reduction in stiffness. The element degradation occurs by reducing the stress
based on a solution dependent damage parameter D. Thus,
σi j = (1−D) σ̄i j (7.10)
The above relation shows how the stress σi j in the element is degraded based on the
parameter D which is dependent upon the strain in the element. Further details of this degra-
dation approach are given in the ABAQUS theory manual, see ref [87]. As D approaches 1
the stress approaches zero showing the element has completely failed. For the current model
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Figure 7.9 6% Z-fiber RUC strain gauge data comparison from experimental and computational
model for quadratic RUC elements.
an energy approach was used with the energy of failure set to 2 since this is defined as the
fracture energy per unit area, which should be identical to the values associated with the
DCZM model and GIIc for pure SC-15 was found to be this value [1]. When this element
fails it should be removed from the model, therefore, the element deletion was added in
the computational model through the addition of the *SECTION CONTROLS option by
enabling element deletion. The maximum degradation was 0.01 for these tests, because only
a small amount of failure was wanted due to the brittle nature of the matrix. Additionally in
ABAQUS, the STATUS output option must be enabled to determine which elements have
failed.
Linear vs. Quadratic Elements
The one caveat of this problem is a computational issue in ABAQUS due to the relatively
high loading rates that occur in this simulation. With the use of quadratic elements, as
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the elements approach failure some are often very contorted due to the thinness of the
elements. As this occurs a limit is reached where the deformation rate will exceed the
wave speed of the material causing a numerical instability forcing the ABAQUS solver
to exit. This is due to one element failing locally and then a surrounding node will show
unduly large displacements while the rest of the element remains stable, therefore the one
node will exceed the displacement corresponding to the maximum strain allowed becoming
excessively distorted. Thus, the simulation was also run with linear elements to compare the
results. The linear elements have fewer degrees of freedom, preventing the elements from
ever having these excessively distorted shapes.
Identical simulations were run, only changing the RUC elements to linear vs. quadratic.
The predictions of the computational models are compared against the strain gauge data in
figure 7.10 where the difference between the two computational models is very minimal, and
does not show up in these simulations. The RUC model contains a large number of elements
in order to properly mesh the complex architecture. The small elements will accurately
capture the strain in the elements. Since there is no appreciable difference between the
strain gauge signals and the model prediction as shown earlier, it was decided to use linear
elements in subsequent calculations. There are two benefits to the linear elements, the first
being that the model runs quicker, the second is the fact that the solution will never exit due
to numerical issues, from the overly constrained elements.
All three loading directions were examined to determine the effective through the thick-
ness results and in-plane compression response. Figures 7.11-7.26 show a comparison
between the experimental and computational results. Both the warp and weft direction
results agree well with experimental results, while the through-the-thickness direction has
some disparity. The strain rates in the both the warp and weft direction are high because
they are based on the theoretical reflected wave as compared to the actual reflected wave
obtained from the experiment.
Through-the-Thickness Computational Results
The through-the-thickness result suffers from a computational problem. In-order to properly
create the model there are areas of pure matrix on the top and bottom surfaces. This is not
the case experimentally. Therefore the FE model was remeshed with these excess elements
removed to determine more accurately the response of the material. This extra area of matrix
causes localized deformations preventing the rest of the material from undergoing strain.
The modified model was run for both the linear and quadratic cases. The results showed a
strong correlation with the experimental data until the Z-fiber becomes the load carrying
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Figure 7.10 Strain Gauge measurement comparison for Quadratic vs. Linear Elements.
member. Figure 7.11 shows the correlation of the stress-strain curves to the experimental
data. The strong Z-fiber limits the strain in the material because it becomes the primary load
bearing member of the architecture.
A second model was run where the Z-fibers were completely removed. This model was
done to test the effectiveness of the Z-fiber in the material and to also simulate better the
response of the actual experimental setup due to the grinding of the specimens that was
required for flat contact surfaces. The results showed a strong correlation to the experimental
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Figure 7.11 Stress-Strain-Strain Rate plots for through the thickness specimens.
measurements. Two observations can be made, the first is that there is very little increase in
stiffness from the Z-fiber, the second is that the areas of pure matrix cause artificial softening.
This result can be backed up through experimental tests where a thin layer of matrix was
inserted on top of the specimen. During testing this was the only area to undergo strain.
Figure 7.12 shows the effective stress-strain curve for simulation where the Z-fibers have
been removed. Additionally the strain field on the surface of the material has been plotted.
It can be see that there are clearly different strains that exist in the material at any one given
time. The strain field is heavily architecture dependent. The different strain concentration
areas correspond to the fiber tows and matrix areas. Onset of failure is observed in subfigure
k. Here, we notice that the strain field begins approaching non-equilibrium. This occurs due
to matrix element failure that would be separating the fiber tows. The earlier onset of failure
comes from the fact that failure is predicted by the element deletion of thin matrix layer
separating the tows, it does not capture matrix cracking and shear band failure that occurs in
the actual experiment. Therefore as soon as the matrix elements are deleted the load drops
instead of the shear band formation, which is a much more complex failure mode to capture
computationally.
The simulation can additionally be compared to the DIC results obtained experimentally.
Figure 7.13 shows a comparison of the DIC results obtained at different time steps to those
observed computationally. Although the RUC model is roughly a fourth in size compared
to the experimental specimens, clear conclusions and comparisons can be drawn between
the two. The model shows the reason why we saw clear “bands” of strain experimentally.
The strain bands are formed by the difference in material properties between tows and
matrix. The fiber tows are oriented in opposite directions with pockets of pure matrix. The
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(n) Stress Strain plot with photo events
Figure 7.12 εx DIC time history for through the thickness computational model.
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pure matrix has a different modulus and different stress wave propagation characterization
than the tows. Both factors combine to provide a non uniform strain field in the material.
The material clearly fails at the desired point however it does not form a shear band. The
numerical model is currently being refined to include other possible influences, such as
imperfections in the architecture (geometry).
Additionally the energy associated with failure was plotted, see figure 7.14. All of the
energy in the specimen is termed as internal energy. Initially all of the energy is turned into
linear elastic strain energy. After the onset of plasticity over a quarter of the energy is used
in plastic deformation. The onset of failure is indicated when the kinetic energy starts to
spike up around 180 µs. Overall about 25 % of the energy is converted to non-recoverable
plastic energy before failure occurs in the material.
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(a) (b) (c) (d)
(e) (f) (g) (h)
(i) (j) (k) Loading Diagram
Figure 7.13 εx FE and DIC comparison for through the thickness Hopkinson bar testing.
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Figure 7.14 Energy associated with different modes of deformation.
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Figure 7.15 Stress-Strain-Strain Rate plots for the warp direction.
In-Plane Computational Results
Both in-plane directions were tested, with the RUC being hit in both the warp and weft
direction as was reported in chapter 6. The same RUC used for initial studies with the Z-fiber
in place was used to test the mechanical response of the material. The warp direction showed
a strong correlation to the material properties obtained in SHPB testing. The effective
stress-strain response is very similar, however the strain rate is a bit over predicted as seen
in figure 7.15. This over-prediction was explained earlier due to the manner by which the
transmitted bar signal is used. Both the linear elements and the quadratic elements showed a
strong correlation to determining elastic modulus of the material. The quadratic elements
will typically exit due to non-convergence when localized micro-cracking is approached.
The linear elements predict the same material response however they can not accurately
predict failure. Due to the idealized architecture assumed in the modeling, the tows would
need a perturbation to cause the buckling and subsequent delamination to occur as was
observed in the experiments. This concept will be examined further.
The weft direction showed very similar computational characteristics to those of the
warp direction. The model showed a strong correlation to experimental moduli, as seen
in figure 7.16. The quadratic elements again exited due to numerical errors, however was
able to predict the same moduli as observed with the linear elements. The linear elements
accurately predict the response of the material, however the idealized architecture will not
accurately predict failure in the specimen.
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Figure 7.16 Stress-Strain-Strain Rate plots for the weft direction.
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Figure 7.17 Amplitude perturbation to seed initial imperfection.
Buckling Analysis to Induce Failure in Specimen, due to initial geometrical Imperfec-
tion.
Due to the idealized architecture, perfect tows were assumed as part of the model. This
leads to a problem computationally since the tows will undergo “perfect” compression
and will not buckle due to lack of initial geometrical imperfections. A linear buckling
analysis was done to determine the first mode that corresponds to buckling. This mode
shape was then seeded into the RUC model to simulate the initial geometric imperfection
in the material architecture. This method has been successfully used before by Song [36].
The *IMPERFECTION command was used which references buckling modes to seed the
initial imperfection. This deformation will be seeded as some percentage of the calculated
buckling mode. We only need a small imperfection to induce a response other than the
“perfect” response. In this study, the maximum amplitude of the imperfection is chosen to
be x=2.5% for the warp and x=3.3% for the weft, as shown in figure 7.17.
The weft direction was examined to determine the specimen failure due to compression.
The distortion control feature had to be enabled in the *SECTION CONTROLS suboption
to ensure that the elements would not excessively distort. The model was seeded with a 1%
imperfection corresponding to 1% amplitude of the buckling mode shape. A 1% amplitude
of the buckling mode shape leads to x=2.5% for the warp and x=3.3% for the weft. This
small amplitude was chosen to simply provide some non uniformity to RUC architecture.
The effective stress-strain curve of the imperfect model can be seen in figure 7.24 which
shows a good correlation to the experimental results. The material moduli agree strongly,
with failure predicted at the same peak stress value as in the test. The strain rate is over
predicted as usual, however the results show a strong correlation between the model and the
experiment including observed failure modes. It is important to note that the computational
results due to the inclusion of geometric and material non-linearity, is able to predict the
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Figure 7.18 Stress-Strain-Strain Rate plots for the warp direction.
maximum strength of the specimen. Such a prediction cannot be performed without the
inclusion of the material and geometric non-linearities.
Figure 7.19 shows the strain contour plots for various different points in the Hopkinson
bar tests. The material initially has very little strain and appears to be very uniform. However
as the strain increases there seems to be a different strain field in the different constituents.
The results show that strain wave propagation will cause interactions between the different
tows in the material. There is clearly not a uniform strain state in the material, however,
there is less variation in the strain field in the in-plane measurements than in the out-of-plane
measurements. As the strain progresses there are vertical strain bands that seem to develop.
These occur in areas where the material contains Z-fiber and matrix pockets. Failure be-
gins occurring in subfigure j. Here, we can see a clear progression towards buckling and
delamination occurring
To further compare the computational model with the experimental results the FE were
correlated with the DIC results. Figure 7.20 shows the DIC images for different times
compared with the FE strain field for the corresponding time. The results agree well. The
strain fields look similar and have similar characteristics. There are distinct strain bands that
occur which were discussed earlier. Additionally the materials begins failing from one edge
as can be seen in the last figure. The FE model over-predicts the strain at failure in the entire
specimen, however the computational specimen was half the length of the experimental
specimen. The FE model predicts the same type of failure as observed in experiments and
since the failure is localized, there should be no size effects to be concerned with in the
model.
Figure 7.21 shows the energy in the model and the percent of energy associated with the
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Figure 7.20 εx comparison of Computational Model and DIC data for the warp direction.
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Figure 7.21 Energy associated with different modes of deformation.
different failure modes. The plots show initially all of the energy is associated with linear
elastic strain energy. Near the onset of failure the strain energy begins to decrease and the
plastic energy increase to nearly 75% at brooming failure of the specimen. The failure is
seen as the spike in the kinetic energy. The linear elastic strain energy is mainly released as,
only 25 % of the energy is associated with this failure mode.
To further test the computational model the simulation was rerun at a quasi-static rate
to determine the failure mode of the material with out rate effects. Figure 7.23 shows a
comparison of the two different predicted failure modes in the material. The corresponding
macroscopic stress vs. macroscopic strain plot for the quasi-static case can be seen in figure
7.22. It should be noted here that the yield stress of the individual tows is significantly lower.
R11 was set to 7 in the anisotropic elastic-plastic tow material model to achieve the proper
stress-strain curve. The effect of the matrix material on the initial elastic properties is seen
in figure 7.28, which shows predictions for both measured material properties and also for
matrix at half of the yield strength (“Low Matrix”). There is very little difference in the
stress-strain response. The only noticeable result is for the post kinking loads. The lower
yield stress is due to the poor compression response of a fiber tow compared to a fiber tow
in tension.
The results show that at the different loading rates different failure modes are predicted
for the same model. At the quasi-static rate, kink band formation is seen in the fiber tows.
While at the Hopkinson bar rates, a brooming failure was predicted in the material. This
transition is caused by the rate dependent parameters of the SC-15 matrix material. The
material transition from ductile to brittle causes a transition in material response and failure.
The weft direction was also examined. The same procedure and buckling amplitude was
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FE Model Low Matrix
Figure 7.22 Macroscopic stress vs. macroscopic strain response comparison of static results. Low
matrix refers to the matrix yield strength being cut in half.
(a) Static (b) Dynamic
Figure 7.23 Comparison of the different computational failure modes predicted.
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Figure 7.24 Stress-Strain-Strain Rate plots for the weft direction.
used to generate a small initial geometric imperfection. Figure 7.24 shows the experimental
and computational effective stress-strain response for the material. The results show a strong
correlation to the material modulus and failure, obtained experimentally.
The strain at different points in the material can again be looked at in figure 7.25. This
shows similar characteristics to those seen in the warp direction. Early in the test there is
a better strain uniformity in the material. At higher values of effective strain, the material
begins to develop strain bands near the location of the Z-fibers. Failure begins to occur
around subfigure j. Here, the material begins to buckle and delaminate. The model predicts
larger values of strain near the onset of failure.
The computational results were again compared with the DIC data in figure 7.26. Ini-
tially the two have a strong agreement. At higher strains, the bands of strain around the
Z-fiber are formed and coincide with areas similar to those seen in the DIC processed images.
The strain values have a good correlation and the onset of failure is predicted in a similar
manner. The bottom left corner of the final DIC picture predicts the failure of the material,
while in the computational model, the bottom right hand corner has this same trend. The
area becomes locally compressed having a higher strain concentration than the rest of the
material, causing buckling and delamination to occur. Again it should be noted that the
computational result examines only one half the length of the specimen.
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(a) (b) (c) (d)
(e) (f) (g) (h)
(i) (j) (k) (l)
(m) Loading Diagram
   
       
       
       
       








(n) σ vs. ε
Figure 7.25 εx strain field from computational model for the weft direction.
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Figure 7.27 shows the breakdown of the energy associated with the different energy
storage mechanisms. The weft results are nearly identical to those predicted in the warp
direction. The plastic energy is about 75% again.
Failure was again shown to have a transition in failure mode. The corresponding macro-
scopic stress vs. macroscopic strain plot can be seen in figure 7.28. Figure 7.29 shows the
transition from kink banding at static rates to brooming at the higher loads. The Z-fiber was
seen to provide some binding at the lower rates as can be seen in the failure figure of the
static rate.
Overall the computational methods are able to accurately predict the material behavior
of these woven composites subjected to SHPB type loading. Even material failure modes as
observed in the SHPB tests are accurately captured by the FE models. Initial geometrical im-
perfections were included as a perturbation to create an “imperfect” composite architecture
which is closer to the “real” specimens tested in the laboratory.
7.4 Conclusions
Detailed representative unit cell (RUC) models have been created to determine the effective
mechanical properties of 3DWC when subjected to SHPB type loading. Based on geometric
inputs and parameters computed from the CCM calculations, a strong correlation between
experimental results and computational predictions was observed for static loading. The
models were then subjected to virtual SHPB testing to determine the response of the material
to elevated strain rate loading. Again a strong correlation was found in the material. The
simulations provided insight into the locations of failure in the material. The simulations
showed that the specimen is not under uniform strain rate because of internal stress wave
propagation and interaction.
Extended simulations with buckling perturbations were able to accurately predict the fail-
ure in the in-plane compression response. Additionally, the models were able to accurately
predict the failure load and delamination that occurred experimentally. Further simulations
showed that the Z-fiber contributed very little to the through-the-thickness response. Since
the Z-fiber is not a perfect entity in the actual material, the initial model was over predicting
its response through-the-thickness. The waviness of the Z-fiber prevents it from carrying an







Figure 7.26 εx comparison of Computational Model and DIC data for the weft direction.
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Figure 7.27 Energy associated with different modes of deformation.
       
       
       
       
       











FE Model Low Matrix
Figure 7.28 Macroscopic stress vs. macroscopic strain response comparison of static results. Low
matrix refers to the matrix yield strength being cut in half.
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(a) Static (b) Dynamic




3D woven geometry allows development of new complex, integrally bound layers that
eliminate the delamination failure modes that plague laminated composite designs. This
is accomplished by adding Z-fiber tows (referred to as Z-fibers) woven into the geometry.
This fiber addition creates an effective stiffness through the thickness. The fiber addition
has minimal influence on the in-plane properties, and also significantly increases shear
performance. The overall resistance to failure and damage tolerance is greatly increased,
while also localizing damage zones.
The effect of the Z-fiber has been studied experimentally through the use of end notch
flexure tests. The insertion of Z-fibers offers large gains in both fracture toughness and
also in fracture resistance. The material proved to be effective both statically and dynam-
ically having stable crack growth under different loading conditions. The results showed
that at higher loading rates, inertia plays a dominant role in the failure of the specimens,
overcoming some of the resistance to fracture toughness. It was additionally found that the
architecture of the Z-fiber, and the weaving pattern has a strong correlation to the materials
fracture strength and the materials fracture resistance.
The 3DWC was then subjected to blast loading to determine its ability to mitigate shock
loading while preventing damage to the entire panel. The shock tests showed the initial
failure mode of matrix cracking was directly related to the architecture. Accurate finite
element models have been created that are able to predict the response of the panel subjected
to shock loading. These models can accurately capture the onset of matrix micro-cracking
that occurs in the panels. The models proved to be very useful in predicting the out of plane
deformation of the panels. It was also found that the architecture of the Z-fiber played an
important role in the shear properties of the material.
The 3DWC material was finally tested using a slit Hopkinson pressure bar (SHPB). The
testing showed that the specimens would fail in a shear band that followed the warp and weft
fibers, while also shearing some of the fibers in the transverse direction. Tests in the in-plane
loading direction showed that the Z-fiber would arrest the crack and damage from further
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propagation until more energy was put into the system. A detailed RUC based finite element
model was created to capture many of the stress concentrations that occur in the specimen.
The model was able to predict the variances in strain due to the fiber tow bundles creating
a non-uniform state of strain in the material. The model also showed that due to internal
stress wave interactions in the material, wave propagation occurs in a different manner than
the incident and transmitted bars show.
Overall, a detailed high strain rate characterization of 3DWC’s has been carried out. The
results point to many failure mechanisms that are architecture dependent, however there are
many architecture dependent mechanisms that enhance the mechanical properties. High
strain rate testing facilities have been completely developed and validated, allowing for
accurate testing of the materials. Mechanism based models have been developed to simulate
the mechanical response, with the incorporation of rate dependent behavior.
8.1 Future Work
The material and techniques described in this dissertation have the potential for new applica-
tions and methods of testing.
8.1.1 Shock Loading
The shock tube has been shown to be very beneficial at examining the deflection of 3DWC
panels while experiencing a strain rate of about 200 per second. These ranges are historically
very difficult to create accurate rate dependent tests. This method may be very beneficial for
testing polymers and films to determine their rate dependent behavior. The shock tube also
can be tailored to perform shaping of the shock wave or creating a stronger pulse through
the use of nozzles. This work would open up a whole new area of shock loading related
materials research that would help the field better characterize the response of structural
panels to shock loading
A collaboration that I am very interested in pursuing is that with someone interested in
biomechanics, to look at how shock waves interact with the human body. By using simulated
subjects with ballistics gels, and high speed cameras we can look at how the body will
respond to a blast wave.
In most situations, the shock is associated with a blast, and following a blast shrap
metal is typically associated as parts fail. These projectiles often cause more harm and
damage than the actual blast. The shock tube is an excellent source for studying this problem
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because we can create both scenarios at the same time. A projectile could be something
as simple as sharp metal (something that would be seen in an explosion) or a cylindrical
shaped projectile.
A separate facility with a gas gun could easily be created to fire projectiles and simulate
impact and if catastrophic enough, the characteristics of penetration. Such a facility could aid
in the simulation of meteorite impact or high velocity impact damage on cellular materials
(like metallic and polymer foams).
8.1.2 Woven Composite Finite Element Modeling
Many of the FE models presented only look examined certain aspects of the material. The
DCZM elements were aimed at modeling delamination resistance. The shock tube modeling
was focused on panel level modeling with the addition of matrix micro-cracking. Each of
these models should be extended to include other types of failure. The ENF model should
be expanded to include matrix micro cracking on the outside surface of the material and the
possibility of a kink band formation. These will reflect more accurately the experimental
results of the tests.
The shock tube panel level model should be expanded to include fiber shear failure. This
was not done in the present body of work because there is no experimental data to support a
finite element formulation. Punch shear tests could be performed to examine the effect of
fiber shear. Additionally, laterally constrained compression tests could be performed since
fiber shear is the typical failure mode. These could then be expanded into rate dependent
behavior though a laterally constrained Hopkinson bar test.
8.1.3 Comparison of Finite Element Models
A detailed comparison of the different finite element models that can be created for RUC
testing should be evaluated. Models can be created from both idealized architecture, mi-
croCT scans and additionally a woven model produced through a weaving simulation. These
models should then have the same parameters used as inputs and while the outputs of the
models can be compared against each other and against experimental results. The MicroCT






Void content determination procedure
A.1 Equipment
The following items are needed for this procedure
Latex gloves, large tweezers, small beaker half full of RT tap water, long stem Q-tip (for
wiping bubbles), lab balance with water immersion kit, 1 crucible per specimen, acetone,
fine grit sand paper
A.2 Weight Measurements Procedure
1: Lightly sand and de-burr all specimens. Wipe clean with acetone and place in dust-free
storage. Allow enough time for air moisture to re-condense on the specimen.
2: Gather 1 crucible for each specimen. Each crucible needs an identification mark that
will survive the furnace cycle. Clean with acetone and place in dust-free storage.
Allow enough time for air moisture to re-condense on the crucible.
3: Find a lab balance with a water immersion setup kit, including a thermometer to
measure the water temp.
4: Fill the balance beaker with enough water so that, when immersed the specimen will
be ”, but no less than 1/8” from the surface.
5: The water should be equilibrated to RT. Record the density of water at RT (for example
at 23C it is 0.9976 g/cc).
6: Tare the balance and measure the dry crucible weight.
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7: Mark each specimen to match it’s crucible identification. Place the specimen in
the crucible and measure the combined weight (or tare the balance and weigh the
specimen directly).
8: Remove the crucible, tare the balance, swish the specimen in the side beaker of water
to pre-wet it. Place the specimen in the immersion pan, and look carefully for air
bubbles. Tap the pan gently to dislodge bubbles. Record the weight. It is important to
remove all air bubble on both the specimen and the pan.
9: Repeat 6-8 for each specimen. It is especially important to re-tare the balance if
specimens differ in size.
10: Place each crucible and specimen into the muffle furnace and heat to 1050F (565C).
Once at 1050F, soak for at least 4 hours.
11: Allow to completely cool to RT.
12: Tare the balance and record the combined weight of the crucible and bare fiber.
A.3 Fiber, Resin, and Void Content Calculations
1: using an EXCEL spreadsheet set up to calculate the fiber, resin, and void contents,
enter the data under each heading.





3: The fiber weight is the weight remaining after burnout
4: The Resin weight is the
Mresin = Mdry−M f iber (A.2)















7: The void volume fraction is
Vvoid = 100−Vf iber−Vmatrix (A.5)
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Appendix B
CCM model for fiber tow properties.
In order to obtain the homogenized material properties of the axial fiber tow, several as-
sumptions are made. The axial fiber tows were treated as one entitity with the assumption of
transverse isotropy. That is, the axial fiber tows are assumed to be 3-D space undulating
curved 3D solids. The CCM relation for the elastic constants are as follows;
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Poisson’s ratio can be obtained from
ν12 =
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The shear modulus is
G12 = Gm
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A more involved iterative technique can be used which is





































































Here, the subscripts f and m refer to the fiber and matrix phases.E represents the modulus,
G the shear modulus, V the volume fraction, ν poisson’s ratio. The 1 axis is in the fiber
direction and the CCM model and fiber tow are shown in Figure B.1.
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Appendix C
Split Hopkinson Pressure Bar
C.1 1-D Wave Analysis
In the SHPB test method, specimens are situated between two strain gauged bars, an incident
and a transmitted bar, see figure C.1. A third striker bar is fired into the incident bar to create
a strain pulse that will travel through the bar and into the specimen. When the pulse reaches
the specimen, a fraction of it gets transmitted through the specimen into the transmitted bar,
while the the rest is reflected back into the incident bar due to the material mismatch, see
figure C.2. The length of the striker bar can be used to control the pulse characteristics.
A detailed derivation of the one dimensional wave theory used to arrive at the equations
for stress, strain and strain rate can be found in ref [88, 89]. The 1-D theory makes several
simplifying assumptions, all of which become increasingly accurate as the bar diameter be-
comes infinitesimally small, and the bars are uniform in diameter with a circular-cylindrical
cross-section. For the sake of brevity, only the pertinent equations will be presented here.
Based on the data collected from the two strain gauges, the incident strain εI , the reflected






[εI(t)+ εR(t)+ εT (t)] (C.1)
Figure C.1 Experimental Setup of Split Hopkinson Pressure Bar
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[εT (t)− εI(t)+ εR(t)] (C.3)
In equations C.1-C.3, the variables Ebar,Dbar,Ds,L refer to the Young’s Modulus and
diameter of the pressure bars and the diameter and length of the specimen, respectively. The







In the case that the specimen deforms uniformly, the strain in the incident and reflected
pulses sum up to equal the strain present in the transmitted pulse.
εI(t)+ εR(t) = εT (t) (C.5)
Applying this simplification to equations C.1-C.3 creates simplified relations for the
















From these equations, the stress-strain history of the specimen can be obtained for high
rates of strain.
C.2 Experimental Setup
The incident and transmitted bars are made from case hardened steel. The incident bar
measures 2.438 m long, while the transmitted bar is 1.778 m long and the striker bar is 305
millimeters long. The incident and transmitted bars are 38 mm in diameter while the striker
bar is 50.8 mm in diameter.Table C.1 provides mechanical properties of the bar material.
Pulse shapers in the form of indented brass disks were placed on the front of the Hopkinson
bar to create more of a square wave instead of the spike that would normally be seen when
using just the impact. A typcial impact test will produce strain time history curves that are
similar to those seen in figure C.3.
Table C.1 Physical Properties of Incident and Transmitted Bars
Material 440C Stainless Steel
Density 7620 Kgm3
Young’s Modulus 220 GPa
Ultimate Tensile Strength 1965 MPa
Brinell Hardness 580
C.2.1 Data Analysis
A method for eliminating the effects of dispersion has been implemented into the data
processing. This is based on the correction methods presented by Kaiser [89] and Corham
[90, 91] and based on tabulated data, courtesy of Bancroft [92].
Additional considerations need to be taken into account to determine the beginning and
end points of the strain pulses. A numerical method for the identification of the start and end
points of strain pulses is described in [89]. This method is devoid of human interpretation as
it depends strictly on the data collected and the prescribed algorithm. The authors chose
a method presented in [93] for data processing. It uses a series of steps to determine the
starting points of the transmitted and reflected waves. Using a theoretical approximation of
the transmitted wave velocity, based on one-dimensional wave theory and an assumption of
the expected Young’s modulus of the specimen, the starting point of the transmitted wave
can be identified, since the early linear portions of the theoretical and experimental waves
should be in agreement. By establishing an equilibrium solution for the specimen based
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Figure C.3 A strain vs. time diagram of the two strain gauge pulses from the incident and
transmitted bars. This test has a clear point of failure in the transmitted pulse
on the incident and transmitted pulses, a theoretical reflected wave can be solved for and
compared with experimental data to establish the beginning and end points of the reflected
wave. More details of this method are given in [93].
C.2.2 Stress Equilibrium
A critical assumption in the SHPB technique is that of stress equilibrium in the sample.
There are many different techniques for determining stress equilibrium. The two main
methods are, (1) a theoretical force balance compared to the experimental, and (2) a time
derivation from the wave equation. Both methods are employed in the present analysis and
will be described here. The dynamic force balance has been derived by others and will not
be reproduced here, for further information see references [94, 93].
A secondary check on stress equilibrium can be made by estimating the time required as
a function of the number of reflected waves. Historically, the method chosen for this check





where Ls and cs are the length and speed of sound in the specimen respectively. The
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parameter n is the number of times the wave is reflected in the specimen. Classically it is
assumed that n = 4, based on experimental results. A better approximation based on the








where, the material properties are related to the specimen. This equation was plotted for
various materials, see figure C.4. It can be seen that softer materials take a much longer time
to reach dynamic stress equilibrium than stiffer materials of the same specimen geometry.
Additionally shorter specimens reach equilibrium much faster in SHPB testing. Both meth-
ods have been evaluated in connection with the present study and the theoretically predicted
time to equilibrium will be plotted along with experimental data.
A final means to determine the stress equilibrium is through DIC measurements that
will provide the user with a full strain field of the specimen. This will eliminate a lot of the
guessing work and also allow us to validate the 1-D theory assumption.
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The purpose of a shock tube is to propagate large amplitude one-dimensional waves in a
controlled fashion. It generally consists of two chambers, the driver section and the driven
section, separated by a disposable diaphragm. The low-pressure region is labeled “1” while
the high pressure region is labeled “4”, as shown in figure D.1 below. Each of the two
chambers is filled with a gas. In our experiments, P1 is going to be filled with air and will
be held at 14.7 psi (1 atmosphere) while P4 will be varied from 100 to 4000 psi. The lower
than standard atmospheric pressure in P1 is accomplished by using a vacuum pump. The
purpose of the diaphragm is to keep the gases filled in the two chambers separate till the
desired pressure is reached.
The operation of the shock tube involves bursting the diaphragm at the desired pressure
by pressuring the driver section till it bursts. The pressure difference at which the diaphragm
bursts can be controlled by changing the thickness of the diaphragm, by using one made of
a different material or by creating a scribe mark in the center of the diaphragm. The details
of the diaphragm will be described later in this appendix.
When the diaphragm ruptures and a shock wave is produced, the shock tube is divided
into four distinct regions as shown in figure D.2. Regions 1 and 4 retain their original
properties for a while as it takes a finite amount of time for the shock wave to travel from
one end of the driven section to the other with a velocity of cs. Region 3 consists of the
originally high pressure gas through which the shock wave has just passed which is the same
gas as region 4 but at a different thermodynamic state. Similarly, region 2 consists of the
Figure D.1 State of the Shock tube when t = 0
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Figure D.2 State of the Shock tube when t > 0
Figure D.3 Experimental setup of the Shock tube
originally low pressure gas as region 1, through which the shock has just passed. It is also at
a different thermodynamic state than region 1.
Once the shock wave reaches the other end of the driven section, it gets reflected giving
rise to a very high pressure in that region. It is this pressure (referred to in our calculations
as P5) that our composite specimen, which is clamped at that location, will be subjected to.
Figure D.3 shows the experimental setup for the tests. A selected gas tank is connected
to the driver section through the control panel which is also connected to a vacuum pump.
The panel is used to bleed the gases in the two sections after each test. The plate to be
tested is tightly fastened to the mounting flange on the containment section. The tubes from
the control panel are connected to the driver section through a valve and a pressure sensor
(which is meant to measure P4). Two pressure transducers are attached two meters apart in
the driven section of the tube (ensuring that one of them is as close to the plate as possible).
Having them positioned this way enables us to calculate the wave speed of the shock. The
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readings of the pressure transducers are fed to the oscilloscope using a signal conditioner.
Two high speed Photron SA.5 cameras are using to perform optical measurements in the
DIC software ARAMIS.
D.1 Pressure and Mach number Calculations for the
Shock Waves Produced














r4 = Pressure ratio between region 4 and region 1
r2 = Pressure ratio between region 2 and region 1
γ4 = ratio of specific heats for the gas in section 4
γ1 = ratio of specific heats for the gas in section 1
a1 = Speed of sound in gas 1




R = The ideal gas constant (8314 J mol K -1) divided by the molecular weight of the gas
in grams







Ms = Mach number of the shockwave produced




















Mr = Mach number of the reflected shockwave Assumes that the gases don’t have enough





























D.2 Burst Pressure for Mylar Diaphragms
It was determined that the best procedure for producing repeatable shock pressures with out
the possibility of producing a projectile, mylar would be used as the diaphragm material. By
layering the various different sheets of material we were able to produce very repeatable
shock pressures that produced a difference of about 100 psi per sheet of mylar. The mylar
was 0.07 inches thick and was all purchased from the same manufacture to ensure that we
would have repeatable data. The experimental tests were tabulated in figure D.4 and it was
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Burst   
Pressure
(psi)   
# of Sheets of Mylar
Figure D.4 Burst Pressure vs. Number of Sheets of Mylar
found that there was a linear trend to the data.
Burst Pressure = 114.28psi∗ # of sheets−70.331psi (D.11)
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Appendix E
VUSDLFD for plate failure
c User s u b r o u t i n e VUSDFLD f o r use r−d e f i n e d f i e l d s
s u b r o u t i n e v u s d f l d (
c Read on ly −
∗ nblock , n s t a t e v , n f i e l d v , nprops , n d i r , nshr ,
∗ jElemUid , k I n t P t , kLayer , kSecPt ,
∗ s tepTime , t o t a l T i m e , dt , cmname ,
∗ coordMp , d i r e c t , T , cha rLeng th , props ,
∗ s t a t e O l d ,
c Wr i t e on ly −
∗ s ta teNew , f i e l d )
i n c l u d e ’ vaba param . inc ’
d imens ion p r o p s ( n p ro ps ) ,
∗ jElemUid ( n b l ock ) , coordMp ( nblock , ∗ ) ,
∗ d i r e c t ( nblock , 3 , 3 ) , T ( nblock , 3 , 3 ) ,
∗ s t a t e O l d ( nblock , n s t a t e v ) ,
∗ s t a t eNew ( nblock , n s t a t e v ) ,
∗ f i e l d ( nblock , n f i e l d v )
c h a r a c t e r ∗80 cmname
c P r o p e r t i e s a r r a y
c p r o p s ( 1 ) −> T r a n s v e r s e t e n s i l e s t r e n g t h , Yt
c p r o p s ( 2 ) −> M a t r e i x c o m p r e s s i v e s t r e n g t h , Yc
c p r o p s ( 3 ) −> Ply s h e a r s t r e n g t h , Sc
c p r o p s ( 4 ) −> F i b e r b u c k l i n g s t r e n g t h , Xc
c p r o p s ( 5 ) −> I n i t i a l s h e a r modulus , G12
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c p r o p s ( 6 ) −> N o n l i n e a r s h e a r f a c t o r , a l p h a
c h a r a c t e r ∗3 cData ( maxblk ∗6)
d imens ion j D a t a ( maxblk ∗6)
d imens ion s t r e s s ( maxblk ∗6 ) , s t r a i n ( maxblk ∗6)
c Read p r o p e r t i e s
y t = p r o p s ( 1 )
c yc = p r o p s ( 2 )
c sc = p r o p s ( 3 )
c xc = p r o p s ( 4 )
c g12 = p r o p s ( 5 )
c a l p h a = p r o p s ( 6 )
c Get s t r e s s e s and s t r a i n s from p r e v i o u s i n c r e m e n t
c j S t a t u s = 1
c c a l l vgetvrm ( ’S ’ , s t r e s s , jDa ta , cData , j S t a t u s )
j S t a t u s = 1
c a l l vgetvrm ( ’LE ’ , s t r a i n , jDa ta , cData , j S t a t u s )
c a l l eva lua teDamage ( nblock , n s t a t e v ,
∗ n f i e l d v , n d i r , nshr ,
∗ yt ,
∗ s t r e s s , s t r a i n ,
∗ s t a t e O l d ,
∗ s ta teNew , f i e l d )
c
r e t u r n
end
s u b r o u t i n e eva lua teDamage ( nblock , n s t a t e v ,
∗ n f i e l d v , n d i r , nshr ,
∗ yt ,
∗ s t r e s s , s t r a i n ,
∗ s t a t e O l d ,
∗ s ta teNew , f i e l d )
i n c l u d e ’ vaba param . inc ’
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d imens ion s t r e s s ( nblock , n d i r + n s h r ) ,
∗ s t r a i n ( nblock , n d i r + n s h r ) ,
∗ s t a t e O l d ( nblock , n s t a t e v ) ,
∗ s t a t eNew ( nblock , n s t a t e v ) ,
∗ f i e l d ( nblock , n f i e l d v )
c
c i n i t i a l i z e f a i l u r e f l a g s from s t a t e v .
do k = 1 , nb lo ck
s t a t eNew ( k , 1 ) = s t a t e O l d ( k , 1 )
c s t a t eNew ( k , 2 ) = s t a t e O l d ( k , 2 )
c s t a t eNew ( k , 3 ) = s t a t e O l d ( k , 3 )
em = s t a t e O l d ( k , 1 )
c e f s = s t a t e O l d ( k , 2 )
c damage = s t a t e O l d ( k , 3 )
c
e11 = s t r a i n ( k , 1 )
e22 = s t r a i n ( k , 2 )
∗
e12 = 2 . 0∗ s t r a i n ( k , 4 ) ! e12 i s e n g i n e e r i n g s t r a i n
c
c damage i n d e x : = 0 i f no s t r a i n t o p r e v e n t d i v i d e by z e r o
c
c damage = 0 . d0
c i f ( e12 . ne . 0 )
c ∗ damage = ( 3 . d0∗ a l p h a ∗g12∗ e12 ∗∗2−2. d0∗ a l p h a ∗ ( e12 ∗∗3 ) / e12 ) /
c ∗ ( 1 . d0 +3 . d0∗ a l p h a ∗g12∗ s12 ∗∗2)
c
C f1 = e12 ∗ ∗ 2 / ( 2 . d0∗g12 ) + 0 . 7 5 d0∗ a l p h a ∗ e12 ∗∗4
C f2 = sc ∗∗2 / ( 2 . d0∗g12 ) + 0 . 7 5 d0∗ a l p h a ∗ sc ∗∗4
c
c m a t r i x t e n s i l e / c o m p r e s s i v e f a i l u r e
i f ( em . l t . 1 . d0 ) t h e n
i f ( e22 . l t . 0 . d0 ) t h e n
em = ( e22 / y t )
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e l s e
em = ( e22 / y t )
e n d i f
s t a t eNew ( k , 1 ) = em
e n d i f
c
c f i b e r−m a t r i x s h e a r f a i l u r e
c i f ( e f s . l t . 1 . d0 ) t h e n
c i f ( e11 . l t . 0 . d0 ) t h e n
c e f s = s q r t ( ( e11 / xc )∗∗2 + f1 / f2 )
c e l s e
c e f s = 0 . d0
c e n d i f
c s t a t eNew ( k , 2 ) = e f s
c e n d i f
c
c s t a t e t r a n s i t i o n d iagram
c
c fv1 : m a t r i x compr / t e n s f a i l u r e
c fv2 : f i b e r / m a t r i x s h e a r f a i l u r e
c fv3 : m a t e r i a l damage ( s h e a r n o n l i n e a r i t y )
c fv1 fv2 fv3 e1 e2 nu12
g12
c
c ( 0 ) no f a i l u r e 0 0 0 −−> e1 e2 nu12
g12
c ( 1 ) m a t r i x ( compr / t e n s ) 1 0 0 −−> e1 0 0
g12
c ( 2 ) f i b / mtx s h e a r 0 1 0 −−> e1 e2 0
0
c ( 3 ) m a t r i x & f /m s h e a r 1 1 0 −−> e1 0 0
0
c ( 4 ) pu re damage 0 0 1 −−> e1 e2 nu12
0
c ( 5 ) mtrx & damage 1 0 1 −−> e1 0 0
0
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c ( 6 ) f /m s h e a r & damage 0 1 1 −−> e1 e2 0
0
c ( 7 ) mtrx , f /m s h r & damage 1 1 1 −−> e1 0 0
0
c
c u p d a t e f i e l d v a r i a b l e s
c
f i e l d ( k , 1 ) = 0 . d0
c f i e l d ( k , 2 ) = 0 . d0
i f ( em . ge . 1 . d0 ) t h e n
f i e l d ( k , 1 ) = 1 . d0
end i f
c i f ( e f s . ge . 1 . d0 ) t h e n
c f i e l d ( k , 2 ) = 1 . d0
c end i f
c f i e l d ( k , 3 ) = damage
c s t a t eNew ( k , 3 ) = f i e l d ( k , 3 )
end do





Steps for importing 3D cad model
1: Draw 3D model in SolidWorks
2: Save file as *.step (STEP 214 file type)
3: Open ABAQUS CAE and create a new project
4: File→ Import→ Part
5: Choose to Import all parts, keep topology as solid
6: Go to Assembly module
7: Build Assembly, select all parts, independent mesh on instance and don’t auto offset.
8: Merge Cut instances
9: Choose to retain intersecting boundaries, supress or delete instances
10: Now you have one part with boundaries, ensure that no errors were created and use
only this one part now.
11: Assign Material Properties
12: Assign sections to regions
13: Create Datum Axis by 3pt. axis selection.
14: Property→ assign material orientation
15: Select Datum CYS list to pick coordinate system you just created
16: Mesh using Quad Tet Elements
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17: Create sets of each constituent
18: write input file
To assign orientations to complex geometry tows
1: Write node set to .txt file
2: Create spline using ABAQUS coordinate system for tow
3: Look up which elements are used in the tow
4: Copy element definition to tow .txt file
5: If an element is not found it will be defaulted to general coordinate system.
6: Run MATLAB code output will be written to new .txt file
7: Copy data from new file into your INPUT File for coordinate orientation
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